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Abstract

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is a rich non-Abelian gauge theory that describes

the strong nuclear force. Heavy ion collisions create a QCD plasma, in which the weakly

coupled high-temperature regime of the theory can be studied. At low momenta in QCD

plasmas, several features emerge that affect transport phenomena during the thermal-

ization of the plasma. In this thesis we will investigate two such features and explore

their manifestations in heavy ion collisions and their significance.

The first half of this thesis investigates the dissipative effects of sphaleron transitions in

the quark-gluon plasma. We modify the anomalous hydrodynamic equations of motion

to account for dissipative effects due to QCD sphaleron transitions. By investigating

the linearized hydrodynamic equations, we show that sphaleron transitions lead to non-

trivial effects on vector and axial charge transport phenomena in the presence of a

magnetic field. Due to the dissipative effects of sphaleron transitions, a wavenumber

threshold kCMW emerges characterizing the onset of chiral magnetic waves. Sphaleron

damping also significantly impacts the time evolution of both axial and vector charge

perturbations in a QCD plasma in the presence of a magnetic field. Based this, we also

investigate the dependence of the vector charge separation on the sphaleron transition

rate, which may have implications for the experimental search for the Chiral Magnetic

Effect in Heavy Ion Collisions.

The second half of this thesis explores the formation of a condensate in the moments

after a heavy ion collision. We show gauge condensation, which occurs as a consequence

of the large density of gluons. To identify this condensation phenomenon, we construct

two local gauge-invariant observables that carry the macroscopic zero mode of the gauge

condensate. The first order parameter investigated here is the correlator of the spatial

Polyakov loop. We also consider, for the first time, the correlator of the gauge invariant

scalar field, associated to the exponent of the Polyakov loop. Using real-time lattice

simulations of classical-statistical SU(2) gauge theory, we find gauge condensation on

a system-size dependent time scale tcond ∼ L1/ζ with a universal scaling exponent ζ.

Furthermore, we suggest an effective theory formulation describing the dynamics using

one of the order parameters identified. The formation of a condensate at early times

may have intriguing implications for the early stages in heavy ion collisions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is a non-Abelian gauge theory that describes the

strong nuclear force, one of the four fundamental forces of the standard model of particle

physics. The theory describes interactions between fermionic matter fields called quarks,

mediated by the gauge boson known as the gluon.

Studying QCD is not only interesting but also practical. For example, QCD interactions

can lead to mass generation [6–8], QCD degrees of freedom are an essential ingredient

to understanding early universe cosmology (∼ 1 microsecond post-Big Bang) [1, 9] and

neutron stars and mergers [10], and matter produced in heavy ion collisions [11].

Ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions in particular probe QCD in extreme conditions, such

as high temperatures, large baryon densities, and strong magnetic fields. Currently, the

facilities performing such experiments are the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)

at Brookhaven National Laboratory in the US and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at

CERN in Europe. Over the last decades, experiments at RHIC and LHC have collided

a plethora of nuclei over a wide range of energies to better understand the quark-gluon

plasma (QGP), a state of deconfined quarks and gluons that was also present in the

early universe in the first microseconds after the Big Bang.

In heavy ion collisions, far-from-equilibrium matter is produced and thermalizes on a

time scale ∼ 1 fm/c, resulting in the QGP. The quark-gluon plasma expands and cools

until the system reaches the confining “freeze-out” temperature at which hadrons form.

The QGP, which has been discovered to be a nearly perfect fluid [12, 13] is described by

viscous hydrodynamics. During the hadronic freezeout period, a gas composed of dilute

free-streaming hadrons is produced. The hadrons are observed in the various detectors

at heavy ion collision experiments. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1[1].

1



Introduction 2

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the spacetime evolution of a relativistic heavy ion colli-
sion. The far-from-equilibrium matter produced in a collision thermalizes after ∼ 1
fm/c, resulting in the quark-gluon plasma. The quark-gluon plasma, which is described
by viscous hydrodynamics, expands and cools until the system reaches the confining
“freeze-out” temperature at which hadrons form. The resulting gas is composed of
dilute free-streaming hadrons, which are observed in the various detectors at heavy ion

collision experiments. Figure from Ref.[1]

The heavy ion collision experiments have been wildly successful in characterizing the

QGP. Some of the important characteristics discovered include the aforementioned “per-

fect fluid” behavior, the energy loss of jets in the medium (jet quenching), and the regen-

eration and suppression of quarkonia [12, 13]. However, despite this success, we still lack

a comprehensive knowledge of the emergence of these features. Additionally, significant

theoretical progress has been achieved in the past decades regarding features that have

emerged and could modify our current understanding of the spacetime evolution of the

QGP. In this thesis, we will discuss two such features: sphaleron transitions that persist

throughout the thermalization of the QGP and condensation that emerges in the initial

stages.

QCD has a non-trivial vacuum structure that includes an infinite number of energy-

degenerate but topologically inequivalent vacuum configurations [14, 15]. At finite tem-

perature, transitions between vacua are thermally activated by finite-energy configu-

rations called sphalerons. Sphaleron transitions in the QGP lead to the generation of

significant fluctuations of axial charge density [2, 15–17], and hence an imbalance in the

number of right- and left-handed chiral quarks. Due to the Adler-Bell-Jackiw (“chiral”)
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anomaly [18, 19] and the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [20], the imbalance of chiral-

ity sourced by sphaleron transitions has important physical consequences. Perhaps the

best-known physical consequence is the separation of electric charge along an applied ex-

ternal magnetic field in a system with a chirality imbalance–this is the Chiral Magnetic

Effect [21]. The CME and other anomalous chiral phenomena [22–26] have been found

to emerge naturally within the context of relativistic hydrodynamics and significantly

modify the hydrodynamic equations [22, 27]. Such systems are also ubiquitous in nature

and manifestations of these phenomena occur across a diverse range of energy scales.

In particular, these include of baryo- and magnetogenesis in the early universe [28], the

QGP in heavy ion collisions [29], and Dirac and Weyl semimetals in condensed matter

systems [30].

Although frequent and sizeable in the QGP, the effects of axial charge-changing processes

in describing anomalous transport phenomena in heavy-ion collisions are frequently ne-

glected in phenomenological studies [31] and have only been explored to a limited extent

in [32, 33]. Therefore, we seek to clarify the conditions under which anomalous charge

transport in high-temperature QCD plasmas such as the QGP can be described macro-

scopically by anomalous relativistic hydrodynamics. We then seek to explore the extent

to which the non-conservation of axial charge due to QCD sphaleron transitions affects

transport processes in a QCD plasma.

On the other hand, the matter formed moments after a heavy ion collision is far from

equilibrium and is characterized by a large initial density of gluons, which could facilitate

the formation of a condensate [34]. The identification of such a condensate requires the

construction of a gauge-invariant operator that measures the macroscopic zero mode that

signals gauge condensation. These types of operators for nonequilibrium condensation

have been studied previously in the context of the Abelian Higgs model and its relation

to non-Abelian theories [35–37].

Condensation in non-Abelian gauge theories was recently demonstrated in [5]. It is

indicated by the formation of a macroscopic zero-mode expectation value that scales

proportionally with (2π)dδ(d)(0) → Ld for a d−dimensional finite volume with the length

scale L [38]. Specifically, the study investigated the expectation value of the spatial

Wilson loop, which computes the infrared excitations of non-Abelian gauge theories[2,

39–41]. However, the Wilson loop is a non-local object. Therefore it cannot be used to

formulate a low energy effective theory with which we can further elucidate the dynamics

of the infrared condensate. Therefore, we must devise a local order parameter that is

sensitive to gauge condensation.

It is also interesting to note that the non-equilibrium matter formed in the initial stages

also exhibits features that are found in other strongly correlated systems across a variety
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of energy scales, ranging from inflation in the early universe and ultracold atoms. These

systems have universal features, and it is interesting to further investigate the presence

of such features in non-Abelian gauge theories.

Outline of this thesis In Chapter 2, we present the theoretical concepts relevant

to the work done in this thesis. We first introduce the basic features of QCD and

matterless Yang-Mills theories, the latter of which will be utilized in Chapter 4. We

then spend time discussing the vacuum of gauge theories, both Abelian and non-Abelian,

and its relation to the so-called chiral anomaly. We then define sphaleron transitions

and emergent chiral phenomena, including the experimental search in both heavy ion

collisions and in condensed matter systems. Following this discussion, we then describe

the initial stages of heavy ion collisions and the far-from-equilibrium matter created

there. We discuss the heirarchy of scales that emerges and focus on the deep infrared

scale and Wilson loops. We conclude the chapter with a discussion on non-thermal fixed

points and universal features of the non-equilibrium plasma.

The body of this thesis consists of two main parts.

In the first part, Chapter 3, we discuss sphaleron transitions and the role of topological

transitions in the equilibration of a QCD plasma. We begin by first discussing axial

charge dynamics in high-temperature QCD plasmas. We establish the conditions under

which a macroscopic description of sphaleron transitions is justified and discuss how

to incorporate them in an anomalous hydrodynamic framework. Then, by examining

the dispersion relations, we demonstrate that sphaleron transitions have a non-trivial

effect on both anomalous and ordinary vector charge transport in the presence of an

external magnetic field. We also observe that the dissipatice effects sourced by sphaleron

transitions induce a nontrivial coupling between different species of chiral fermions. We

subsequently investigate the sensitivity of charge transport in the presence of an external

magnetic field to the sphaleron transition rate via numerical simulations. Additionally,

we devise an analytic expression for vector charge separation in a spacetime homogeneous

plasma that depends explicitly on the sphaleron transition rate.

In the second part, Chapter 4, we discuss gauge condensation in highly-occupied QCD

plasmas and its role in early time dynamics. First, we discuss early time dynamics in

the far-from-equilibrium plasma. We then introduce two local order parameters that are

related to the Wilson loop, which are used to identify condensation. We finally employ

classical-statistical lattice simulations and demonstrate the build up of a macroscopic

zero mode that is consistent with condensation.

Parts of this thesis are available as preprints:
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

In this chapter we present the basic theoretical background for the different parts of

this thesis. We first in Section 2.1 describe the basics of QCD and relevant aspects

of the theory for our studies in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Then, in Section 2.2, we

discuss the structure of the QCD vacuum and the manifestation of the chiral anomaly

in non-Abelian gauge theories. The physical consequences of the vacuum and the chiral

anomaly is discussed in Section 2.3, introducing sphaleron transitions and emergent

phenomena. Finally, in Section 2.4 we discuss the far-from-equilibrium initial stages of

a heavy ion collision. Here, we explain the relevant scales and infrared phenomena and

the utility of classical fields and the Wilson loop. We comment on universality and how

similar conditions in relativistic and non-relativistic field theories result in Bose-Einstein

condensation.

2.1 Quantum chromodynamics

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is a non-Abelian gauge theory coupled to fermions

that describes strong nuclear interactions. The Lagrangian of QCD is

LQCD = −1

4
Ga

µνG
µν
a +

∑
f

Ψ̄f
i (iγ

µDµ,ij −mfδij)Ψ
f
j , (2.1)

where we dropped the dependence on spacetime x to simplify the presentation. The

non-Abelian gauge fields Aa
µ describe gluons and belong to the color group SU(Nc = 3)

in the adjoint representation with the coupling constant g. These bosonic fields enter

the Lagrangian via the non-Abelian tensor Ga
µν :

Ga
µν = ∂µA

a
ν(x)− ∂νA

a
µ + gfabcAb

µA
c
ν , (2.2)

6
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and transform under a local gauge transformation Ω(x) in the adjoint representation of

SU(3) according to

Aµ(x) → Ω(x)AµΩ
†(x)− 1

g
(∂µΩ(x))Ω

†(x). (2.3)

The gauge fields lie in the basis of the Lie algebra su(Nc) and therefore can be expressed

as

Aµ = Aa
µt

a, (2.4)

where ta are the generators in the fundamental representation. The generators obey the

Lie bracket and normalization condition,

[ta, tb] = ifabctc, tr(tatb) =
1

2
δab. (2.5)

The structure constants fabc are real and totally anti-symmetric color tensors. For

SU(3), the generators are usually taken to be ta = λa/2, where λa are the Gell-Mann

matrices. For SU(2), which will become relevant in Chapter 4, the generators are usually

taken to be ta = σ2/2, where σa are the Pauli matrices, and the structure constants are

given by the Levi-Civita symbol fabc = ϵabc.1

The fermion sector, in the fundamental representation, describes the quark fields Ψ, la-

belled by color index i = 1, 2, 3 and flavor index f that corresponds to quark flavors with

masses mf . The fermionic quark fields transform under a local gauge transformation

Ω(x) in the fundamental representation of the gauge group according to

Ψ(x) → Ω(x)Ψ(x), Ψ̄(x) → Ψ̄Ω†(x). (2.6)

This notation suppresses the quark spin, which can be given by the right-handed com-

ponent ΨR = 1
2(1 + γ5)Ψ and the left-handed component ΨL = 1

2(1 − γ5)Ψ. In the

massless limit, these fermions are chiral.

Additionally, the covariant derivative Dµ,ij in Eq. (2.1) is defined as

Dµ,ij = ∂µδij + igtaijA
a
µ, (2.7)

where taij are the SU(Nc) generators in the fundamental representation.

An additional term can be added to the action, the so-called θ term,

θg2

32π2
G(x)aµνG̃

µν
a (x), (2.8)

1The Levi-Civita symbols follow the convention ϵ123 = 1.
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which is an overall topological term. As such, while it has no effect on the local physics

of the field, it does play a role in classifying the global topological class of the field

configurations. Relevant for us, it classifies the allowed vacua of the theory, and by

extension the towers of excited states above them.

It is worth noting that, unless θ is zero, P and CP invariances of QCD are lost. Parity

violation in strong interactions has never been observed. Additionally, from experiments

on the electric dipole moment of the neutron, strict limits on the CP violaing phase have

been placed. However, this does not discount the importance of the θ term in QCD, as

the vacuum can fave fluctuations of topological charge, from which chiral phenomena

can emerge. [42]

The Lagrangian (2.1) is symmetric with respect to space parity P and charge conju-

gation C transformations. It is also invariant under local SU(3) color transformations.

Furthermore, in the massless fermion limit, the theory also has a global chiral sym-

metry SU(3)L × SU(3)R, global baryon number symmetry U(1)V , global axial charge

symmetry U(1)A, and the gluon and quark fields are scale-invariant.

The breaking of these classical symmetries–including in the massless fermion limit–

by quantum and vacuum effects gives rise to various (special) phenomena, including

confinement, asymptotic freedom, quantum anomalies, and spontaneous chiral symmetry

breaking. This is primarily due to the interplay of the quantum axial anomaly and

classical topologically non-trivial solutions that characterize the QCD vacuum [14, 21,

43]. In the next section, we further discuss the characteristics of the QCD vacuum and

emergent phenomena.

In the latter half of this thesis, we turn our focus to gluon dynamics in the initial stages

of heavy ion collisions. The Yang-Mills sector of QCD is matterless and describes only

the gluonic gauge fields; therefore Eq. (2.1) reduces to the classical action

SYM = −1

4

∫
d4x Ga

µν(x)G
µν
a (x). (2.9)

We will return to the classical Yang Mills equations in Section 2.4 and Chapter 4.

Although the symmetries and symmetry-breaking features of QCD are well-established,

the theory itself and its matterless counterpart are not analytically tractable and we must

resort to numerical methods and approximations (e.g. effective field theories) to study

their properties. Discretizing the theory on a Euclidean lattice and solving with Monte

Carlo methods has been successful in computing properties such as the mass spectrum of

hadrons, magnetic moments, and finite-temperature thermodynamic properties [44, 45].
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Computing real-time features is significantly more challenging, since these cannot be

trivially analytically continued from Minkowski spacetime to Euclidean spacetime. One

example of this is the sphaleron transition rate, which we will define and describe in

Section 2.3. Classical-statistical lattice simulations can also be performed to study the

real-time dynamics of infrared excitations that describe gauge condensations. We employ

this method in Chapter 4.
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2.2 The chiral anomaly and the vacuum of gauge theories

Before we turn to the vacua of SU(3), we first will discuss the chiral anomaly in the

context of an abelian gauge theory. Quantum anomalies express the non-conservation

of a quantity on the quantum level that is conserved at the classical level. A famous

example of this is the chiral anomaly (Adler-Bell-Jakiw anomaly) which expresses the

non-conservation of axial charge [18, 19]. The anomaly is reflected in the three-point

function of the theory, and is therefore also referred to as the “triangle anomaly.” This

can be seen readily in textbook derivations (e.g. [46]): when the gauge theory is placed

in an external gauge field, axial charge is not conserved.

The anomaly can clearly be understood when derived from the path integral measure via

Fujikawa’s method [47]. The method’s guiding principle is that, in order to determine

the invariance of an action under a symmetry, one must also ensure that the path

integral measure is also invariant. For brevity, we will not discuss the full details of

this method, but more information can be found in [47, 48].Fujikawa’s method clearly

exhibits the relationship between the Abelian chiral anomaly and the Atiyah-Singer

index theorem[20]. In turn, it exposes the deep topological meaning of the anomaly.

We consider a Dirac operator /D for a spinor in the background of a fixed gauge field

Aµ. The operator will have eigenspinors ϕn (with corresponding conjugates ϕ̄n), and

we can expand a general spinor ψ in terms of the product of eigenspinors and corre-

sponding Grassmann-valued numbers. Since eigenspinors with distinct eigenvalues are

orthogonals, eigenspinors with the same eigenvalues can be chosen to be orthogonal.

The fermion measure can then be rewritten in terms of these eigenspinors. Under a

chiral transformation δψ = iϵ(x)γ5ψ, the fermion measure picks up a Jacobian factor,

J = exp

(
−i
∫
d4xϵ(x)

∑
x

ϕ̄n(x)γ
5ϕn(x)

)
, (2.10)

which, when calculated, yields

∑
n

ϕ̄nγ
5ϕn =

e2

32π2
ϵµνρσFµνFρσ. (2.11)

The transformation δψ̄ = iϵ(x)γ5ψ̄ yields another factor of the Jacobian. The measure

then transforms as∫
DψDψ̄ →

∫
DψDψ̄ exp

(
− ie2

16π2

∫
d4xϵ(x)ϵµνρσFµνFρσ

)
. (2.12)
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When evaluated, the axial current is not conserved and instead obeys the relation,

∂µJ
µ
A =

e2

16π2
ϵµνρσFµνFρσ. (2.13)

For Nf massless Dirac fermions, the Abelian anomaly is generalized to

∂µJ
µ
A =

e2Nf

16π2
ϵµνρσFµνFρσ. (2.14)

2.2.1 The Atiyah-Singer index theorem

The seminal results of Atiyah and Singer equated the analytic index of an elliptic complex

with the topological index of its corresponding fiber bundle [20, 49]. In this subsection,

we will elucidate its importance in physical theories described by Abelian and non-

Abelian gauge theories and the topological meaning of the respective anomalies.

Let us consider the Dirac operator in Euclidean space in the background of a general

gauge field Aµ. Since the Dirac operator i /D is Hermitian, it has real eigenvalues,

i /Dϕn = λnϕn, λn ∈ R. (2.15)

When the eigenvalues for some eigenfunction ϕn are nonzero, then γ5ϕn is also an eigen-

function, since γµγ5 = −γ5γµ (for µ = 1, ..., 4), and

i /D(γ5ϕn) = −iγ5 /Dϕn = −λnγ5ϕn. (2.16)

It is clear that non-zero eigenvalues come in pairs ±λn and that ϕn and λ5ϕn are or-

thogonal functions.

However, this does not apply to the zero eigenvalues and the zero modes. In general,

if ϕn and γ5ϕn have the same zero eigenvalue, then i /D and γ5 can be simultaneously

diagonalized. Since (γ5)2 = 1, its possible eigenvalues are ±1. Let’s define n+ and n−

to be the number of zero modes of i /D with the γ5 eigenvalues ±1, respectively. By

definition, the index of the Dirac operator is

Index(i /D) = n+ − n−. (2.17)

To connect this to the Abelian chiral anomaly, we recall Eq. (2.11). Compactifying this

theory on a four-manifold leads to the discretization of the spectrum. Then we can
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integrate Eq. (2.11), ∫
d4x

∑
n

ϕ̄nγ
5ϕn =

e2

32π2

∫
d4xϵµνρσFµνFρσ. (2.18)

Only the zero modes will contribute to the left-hand side of this equation, since whenever

the eigenvalues are nonzero ϕn and γ5ϕn are orthogonal. Therefore, we can say∫
d4x

∑
n

ϕ̄nγ
5ϕn = n+ − n−, (2.19)

and finally equate

Index(i /D) =
e2

32π2

∫
d4xϵµνρσFµνFρσ. (2.20)

Let us now consider the space R × X, in which X is a closed spatial 3-manifold. We

can also define the axial charge JA =
∫
X j0A and parameterize R by t. In this case, the

integrated anomaly equation tells us about the change in the charge,

∆JA = JA

∣∣∣∣
t=+∞

− JA

∣∣∣∣
t=−∞

=
e2

16π2

∫
d4xϵµνρσFµνFρσ. (2.21)

The l.h.s. must be an integer due to quantum mechanics. On the other hand, the r.h.s.

must be an integer due to topology. This example is the essence of the Atiyah-Singer

index theorem, where an analytic index is equated to a topological one. The axial

anomaly bridges these ideas in this spirit.

This also holds in non-Abelian gauge theories, which we will associate with the collective

effects of sphaleron damping.

2.2.2 Vacua in non-Abelian gauge theories

Let us consider Yang-Mills theory in the temporal gauge A0 = 0, and let G be the

set of time-independent gauge transformations g(r). If we consider Euclidean space

R3 and add the point at infinity, the space becomes compactified to a three-sphere,

R3 ∪ {∞} ≃ S3. The compactification amounts to requiring that all fields and gauge

transformations have well-defined limits as |r| → ∞. The residual gauge transformations

in G then define maps from S3 onto the gauge group,

G = {g : S3 → G}. (2.22)
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Now let G0 ⊂ G be the subgroup of G that contains all transformations in G that can be

smoothly deformed into the identity. The theory will have topological sectors if [46]

G/G0 ̸= 1. (2.23)

In 3 + 1 dimensional gauge theories, one turns to the homotopy group associated with

the spatial dimension (3) to determine whether or not these topological sectors appear.

For example, for SU(2) in 3+1 dimensions, π3(S
3) = Z. Then, we deduce that these

topological sectors appear and are labelled by an integer, which is, in this case, the

topological winding number.

The gauge group for QCD is the simply-connected, compact Lie group SU(3), but it is

sufficient to consider the mapping of the SU(2) subgroup of SU(3) onto the three-sphere

S3. The integer that indexes the topologically inequivalent vacua in QCD is referred to

as the topological charge, or Chern-Simons number NCS .

Because the vacua are topologically inequivalent, transitions between the vacua with

different NCS are topologically nontrivial. Transitions between vacua have physical

ramifications associated with the generation and erasure of axial charge [17, 50].

We show this by first defining the Chern-Simons number,

NCS =

∫
d3x K0(t, x), (2.24)

where K0 is the temporal component of the Chern-Simons current,

Kµ =
g2

32π2
ϵµναβ

(
Aa

νG
a
αβ − g

3
fabcA

a
νA

b
αA

c
β

)
. (2.25)

The spatial integral over the four-divergence of the Chern-Simons current defines a total

time derivative. Therefore, Kµ can be expressed as the difference of two boundary terms,∫ t2

t1

dt

∫
d3x ∂µK

µ = NCS(t2)−NCS(t1), (2.26)

which is precisely the change in Chern-Simons number. We can also express the diver-

gence of the Chern-Simons current in terms of the topological Chern-Pontryagin charge,

∂µK
µ =

g2

32π2
Ga

µνG̃
µν
a . (2.27)

In SU(Nc) gauge theories with Nf flavors of light quarks, the conservation of axial

current associated with each quark species

jµA,f = q̄fγ
µγ5qf (2.28)
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is violated due to both the chiral anomaly and the symmetry-breaking associated with

non-zero quark mass mf . The quark mass can be neglected in the high temperature

phase of a QCD plasma. The non-conservation of axial charge is expressed by the chiral

anomaly equation,

∂µj
µ
A,f = −

Nfg
2

16π2
Ga

µνG̃
µν
a , (2.29)

where

Ga
µν = ∂µA

a
ν − ∂νA

a
µ + gfabcAµ bAν c (2.30)

is the non-Abelian field strength tensor and G̃µν
a is its dual.We can relate the anomaly

equation to the four-divergence of the Chern-Simons current via Eq. (2.27),∫
d3x j0A(t2)−

∫
d3x j0A(t1) = −2Nf

∫ t2

t1

dt

∫
d3x ∂µK

µ. (2.31)

The left hand side of Eq. (2.31), when non-zero, refers to an axial charge imbalance, or

the generation of axial charge. Comparing Eq. (2.26) and Eq. (2.31), it is clear that

the generation of axial charge is directly associated with the change in NCS .
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Figure 2.1: Visualization of the sphaleron transition in the periodic QCD vac-
uum. Transitions between topologically inequivalent vacua (labeled by NCS) can occur
through quantum tunneling, or in a system with high temperatures like a QGP, can be

thermally activated by a sphaleron transitions.

2.3 Sphaleron transitions

At finite temperature, transitions between vacua with different topological charge are ac-

tivated thermally by finite-energy sphaleron configurations [15]. In Figure 2.1, we show

a visual representation of sphaleron transitions in the periodic QCD vacuum. Sphaleron

transitions are abundant in QCD at high temperatures, such as in the QGP. However,

determining the rate of sphaleron transitions from first-principles is complicated because

sphaleron transitions are real-time processes [16, 51].

Individual sphaleron transitions are not correlated with each other, so we characterize

the long-time behavior of NCS by an integer random walk between topological sectors.

Therefore, the sphaleron transition rate is the probability of a change in Chern-Simons

number per unit spacetime volume and time [16]:

Γsph = lim
t→∞

⟨∆N2
CS⟩

V t
=

∫
d4x

〈
g2

32π2
Ga

µνG̃
µν
a (x)

g2

32π2
Ga

αβG̃
αβ
a (0)

〉
. (2.32)

The sphaleron transition rate is set by the zero frequency and momentum limit of the GG̃

Wightman function in Minkowski spacetime. Analytically continuing Eq. (2.32) to Eu-

clidean spacetime shows that the calculation of the zero-frequency Euclidean correlation

function for the Euclidean topological susceptibility corresponds to the zero-frequency

Minkowski retarded function. This is not the quantity that sets the sphaleron rate; that

is the zero-frequency and momentum limit of the Wightman function.

In other words, the Euclidean frequency-domain correlation function continues to a

Minkowski frequency-domain function with the wrong operator ordering [16]. Although

one can relate the Euclidean function to the Wightman function through the Kramers-

Kronig relations, eventually this yields an integral relation that would need to be inverted
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in order to extract the correct quantity on the lattice. Such problems have also plagued

the evaluation of other transport coefficients such as electric conductivity and shear

viscosity [52].

The accepted estimate for SU(NC = 3) gauge theory at weak coupling was determined

in [16] by exploiting the weak coupling relation between the sphaleron rate and the

topological diffusion rate for classical lattice gauge theory,

Γsph = (132± 4)

(
g2T 2

m2
D

)(
ln
mD

γ
+ 3.0410

)
α5
sT

4, (2.33)

where αS = g2/4π and

γ =
3g2T

4π

(
ln
mD

γ
+ 3.041

)
, (2.34)

m2
D =

6 +Nf

6
g2T 2. (2.35)

The quantity γ is the mean rate of color randomization. It is defined self-referentially

and was found self-consistently [16].

More recently, a high-precision lattice calculation of the sphaleron transition rate was

performed on large, fine-grained lattices in the quenched approximation at T = 1.5Tc

[53]. These calculations determined the sphaleron transition rate to be on the order

of Γsph = (0.02 − 0.2)T 4. The large systematic uncertainties come from the analytic

continuation of Euclidean functions to Minkowski space, which is usual for these types

of calculations. However, the large value determined in this study and the discrepancy

with previous calculations highlights the difficulty in computing the sphaleron transition

rate, especially in physically relevant regimes for heavy ion collisions.

In the strong-coupling regime, the sphaleron rate can be determined via the Ads/CFT

correspondence for a N = 4 Supersymmetric Yang-Mills plasma [54]. The rate was

determined to be

Γsph =
(g2N)2

256π3
T 4, (2.36)

which indicates that the occurrence of sphaleron transitions becomes more frequent in

the strong coupling limit.

2.3.1 Chiral Phenomena

Inevitably, the non-trivial interplay between external gauge fields and the quantum chiral

anomaly has physical consequences. Quantum phenomena non-trivially affect systems
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possessing chiral fermions, from quark-gluon plasma (QGP) to Dirac semimetals [55].

In the presence of an external Abelian magnetic field, in a system with a chirality

imbalance, electric charges separate along the direction of the magnetic field via the

chiral anomaly. This is the Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) [21]. An analogous separation

of axial charges along the magnetic field can occur if fluctuations of vector charge occur

in this system, called the Chiral Separation Effect (CSE). In fact, fluctuations of axial

and vector charge mutually induce each other to form a collective excitation known as

the Chiral Magnetic Wave (CMW) [23]. The CMW propagates along the direction of

the magnetic field.

These chiral phenomena were shown by Son and Surówka [22] to emerge in the frame-

work of relativistic hydrodynamics when the triangle anomaly was accounted for within

the equations of motion. Relativistic hydrodynamics also gives rise to other chiral phe-

nomena, including phenomena related to the global vorticity of a fluid, known as Chiral

Vortical Effects (CVEs)[22].

In ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, a high-temperature QCD plasma consisting of

deconfined quarks and gluons is produced called “quark-gluon plasma” (QGP). These

heavy ion collisions also produce very strong magnetic fields in non-central heavy ion

collisions. The presence of strong magnetic fields makes QGP a good laboratory for the

study of chiral phenomena, as chiral phenomena emerge from the interplay of the global

topology with a background Abelian magnetic field.

2.3.2 Chirality transfer in non-Abelian gauge theories

In this chapter, we established that in gauge theories with chiral fermions, the axial

charge density is manifestly not conserved. Based on this discussion, it is important to

comment on the transfer of net chirality in a system from the fermionic to gauge degrees

of freedom.

Mechanisms of chirality transfer in Abelian gauge theories like QED are well established

[56–59]. Fluctuations of electric and magnetic fields deplete the net axial charge density

of a system such as an electromagnetic plasma. In order for chiral transport phenomena

to persist in such a system, an external electromagnetic field must be applied. On the

other hand, when there is no external field applied, the chirality is transferred from the

fermion sector to the gauge sector. This process proceeds via the exponential growth

and decay of helical gauge fields due to chiral plasma instabilities. When the growth of

an instability saturates, a self-similar turbulent cascade results in the generation of large

scale helical gauge fields [56, 59–61]. This has been studied in various ways, from weak
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coupling techniques [57, 58, 62, 63] to effective macroscopic descriptions [56, 64, 65] to

non-perturbative real-time lattice simulations [59, 66, 67].

The story is naturally more complicated in non-Abelian gauge theories, such as in QCD

or the electroweak sector of the standard model. Topological transitions like sphaleron

transitions tend to erase net axial charge present in the fermion sector[15, 68]. It follows

that sphaleron transitions play an important role in our understanding of the real-time

dynamics of chiral transport phenomena, which play a role in theories of Baryo- and

Leptogenesis in the early universe [69–71]. A recent paper [50] reported on the first

microscopic study of chirality transfer in non-Abelian plasmas. This study established

that the primary driver of chirality transfer in non-Abelian plasmas is these topological

transitions.

2.3.3 Experimental search for chiral phenomena

Experimental observation and study of chiral phenomena is a direct probe of gauge field

topology. Such phenomena are ubiquitous in nature and there are two current avenues

being explored: in heavy ion collisions and in Dirac and Weyl semimetals [30]. There

is also closely related phenomena expected to occur in the Early Universe, expected to

lead to the generation of primordial magnetic fields [28].

The experimental searches for chiral phenomena at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

(RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory and at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

at CERN are ongoing [72]. In heavy ion collisions, the CME, for example, manifests as a

separation of positively and negatively charged hadrons along the direction of the mag-

netic field induced by the collision. The search is plagued by many sources of uncertainty,

both on the experimental and theoretical side. A major source of uncertainty with exper-

imental efforts stems from the measurements of charge separation. Background effects,

for example, are induced by elliptic flow coupled to two-particle correlations.

Part of the 2018 isobar run at the RHIC was dedicated to the search for the CME. Using

RuRu and ZrZr isobar collisions was suggested to allow for an independent manipulation

of the magnetic field to significantly reduce background interference with a statistically-

significant CME signal. The similar size and shape of the nuclei were thought to produce

a similar background, but the difference in electric charge of Ru and Zr would result

in a different induced magnetic field and therefore a different observed CME signal.[72,

73]The first blind analysis results from the STAR experiment were released in [74]. The

STAR Collaboration performed a blind analysis of a data sample of several billion isobar

collisions of RuRu and ZrZr at
√
sNN = 200 GeV, based on the methodology presented

in [75]. While the results presented are inconsistent with the presence of the CME, the
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conclusions of the STAR team should also be approached with care due to several factors,

primarily with hadron multiplicity and collective flow taken into account [76].

With the discovery of three-dimensional Dirac semimetals Cd3As2 and Na3Bi [30], the

experimental frontier for the discovery of chiral transport phenomena widened to include

condensed matter experiments. In Dirac systems in parallel electric and magnetic fields,

the CME emerges via a positive contribution to the conductivity with a quadratic de-

pendence on the magnetic field. The CME is proportional to the product of the chirality

imbalance and the magnetic field, the former of which is generated dynamically through

the anomaly with a rate proportional to the product of electric and magnetic field. This

leads to a negative longitudinal magnetoresistance [30].

One of the first experiments measured magneto transport in zirconium pentatelluride

ZrTe5. They observed a large negative magnetoresistence when the magnetic field is

parallel to the current. Additionally, the magnetoconductance has a quadratic field

dependence, which is a clear indication of the chiral magnetic effect [21, 77]. Since

then, various experiments have been performed regarding magnetotransport in Dirac

semimetals and have reported strong evidence for the CME [30, 77].
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2.4 Initial stages far from equilibrium

In the initial stages of a heavy ion collision, in the transverse plane, the initial production

of quarks and gluons is described by the color glass condensate (CGC) effective field

theory [78, 79]. In this phase the gluons can saturate and generate a large scale saturation

scale, Q≫ ΛQCD.

In the CGC theory, the incoming nuclei are highly length-contracted by an ultrarelativis-

tic factor γ ≫ 1. The incoming nuclei are described as sheets of colored glass because

these sheets are composed of colored gluons and the classical gluon field is created by

fast-moving sources, akin to how glasses are in general described as systems that evolve

slowly compared to natural time scales. The gluon distribution has a maximal phase

space density for momentum modes that are softer than the saturation momentum,

as strong gluon fields are self-generated by the nuclei [80]. The density of gluons per

transverse area and rapidity in the wave functions of the nuclei increases with collision

energy. Let dN/dy be the number of gluons per rapidity y. Then the density of gluons

per transverse area and rapidity in the wave functions of the nuclei is (dN/dy)/πR2
A,

where RA is the nuclear radius. The transverse density of gluons determines the sat-

uration momentum scale Q, which becomes very large at high energies compared to

ΛQCD,

Q2 ∼ αs

πR2
A

dN

dy
≫ ΛQCD. (2.37)

The saturation momentum sets the momentum scale for the transverse momentum dis-

tribution of partons in the nuclei wave functions. When Q ≫ ΛQCD, the coupling

constant is small, such that αs(Q) ≪ 1. One can then treat the evolution of the system

with weak coupling methods. On the other hand, the number of gluons per phase space

cell in the incoming wave functions, given by

1

πQ2R2
A

dN

dy
∼ 1

αs
≫ 1, (2.38)

is large and can be treated as classical in this regime of the evolution. The production and

initial evolution of gluons are determined by solving the classical Yang-Mills equations.

2.4.1 Classical-statistical simulations

In practice, we can map this non-perturbative problem to a classical-statistical prob-

lem [81–84]. Classical-statistical problems can be solved using real-time lattice simula-

tions. In such simulations, the system is initialized with quantum initial conditions and
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the dynamics are then approximated with a classical evolution.

The classical equations of motion are derived from the principle of stationary action,

δS[A]

δAa
µ

= 0, (2.39)

in which S =
∫
d4xL. From this equation and the Yang-Mills Lagrangian (2.9), the

classical Yang-Mills equations are

[Dµ, F
µν ] = 0. (2.40)

One can fix the residual gauge freedom by taking the temporal gauge, A0 = 0. On the

discretized lattice, temporal gauge links go to unity, so it is a convenient choice when

evaluated on the lattice. In the continuum, the equations of motion are

∂tAi = Ei, (2.41)

∂tEi = −DjFji, (2.42)

where Ei are the algebra-valued, conjugate momenta that are identified in Yang-Mills

theory as chromoelectric fields. In order to simulate this on the lattice, the non-Abelian

Gauss law constraint must be obeyed,

DiE
i = 0. (2.43)

The discretized versions of the equations of motion are derived from the classical Yang-

Mills Hamiltonian derived by Kogut and Susskind [85] or the Wilson-Gauge action [39,

86].2

We utilize classical-statistical simulations in Chapter 4 and describe details of our set

up in Section 4.1.

2.4.2 Hierarchy of scales far from equilibrium

In thermal equilibrium at high temperature T , the weakly-coupled QCD plasma exhibits

a hierarchy of scales: hard momenta ∼ T that dominate the energy density of the system,

a soft electric screening (Debye) scale ∼ gT , and an ultrasoft magnetic screening scale

∼ g2T , where g2 = 4παs ≪ 1.

2The simulations utilized in Chapter 4 use the Kogut-Susskind method.
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Figure 2.2: Time evolution of the hard scale (λ2), the electric screening/Debye scale
(m2

D), and the spatial string tension/magnetic scale (σ) far from equilibrium. A dy-
namical separation of scales is clearly visible. Figure from [2]

Far from equilibrium, such a separation of scales also exists in the vicinity of the non-

thermal attractor, the self-similar scaling regime of highly occupied plasmas that is

insensitive to the initial conditions and the exact value of the coupling [3, 41, 86–92].

The hard scale, which dominates the system’s energy density, scales as Λ(t) ∼ t1/7, the

soft electric screening (Debye) mass follows mD(t) ∼ t−1/7, and the ultrasoft magnetic

screening scale evolves as
√
σ(t) ∼ t−ζ/2, which is associated with the string tension

σ and with the sphaleron transition rate [2, 3, 41, 87, 91, 93]. These characteristic

momentum scales are initially of the same order Qs, but the self-similar evolution leads

to a dynamical separation of scales over time, such that
√
σ(t) ≪ mD(t) ≪ Λ(t), as

shown in Figure 2.2. Interestingly, the ultrasoft scale approaches zero faster than the

Debye screening scale.

The ultrasoft magnetic scale sets the time scale for the build up of a gauge condensate,

which will be discussed in Chapter 4. Below the threshold set by the magnetic scale, at

ultrasoft momenta, occupation numbers are expected to be f ∼ 1/αs. Therefore, the

dynamics is non-perturbative.

In the equilibrium plasma, the spatial Wilson loop provides the scale that determines

the magnetic screening. Therefore, it can be used to study the non-equilibrium temporal

evolution, from which the scaling exponent that controls the screening can be extracted.

It follows that the corresponding dynamical string tension of the classical theory can be

derived from this as well. In general, the Wilson loop is an extended object that is used

to probe non-perturbative, infrared behavior of non-Abelian gauge theories. The spatial

Wilson loop has been shown to characterize a universal state of QCD matter far from
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equilibrium [41]. In the following subsection, we will describe the basic properties of the

Wilson loop.

2.4.3 Wilson loops

The fundamental properties of Wilson loops are best described in the geometric language

of fiber bundles. The gauge theory is itself a fiber bundle, and a gauge field Aµ is a

connection, which can be written in terms of its color indices as (Aµ)
j
i = Aa

µ(T
a)ji .

To better understand the Wilson loop, let us first consider a test particle that carries

some internal degree of freedom such as electric charge, denoted by a complex vector q

of fixed length, such that for qi, q
†q is constant, and i = 1, ...,dimR. The charge sits in a

representation R of the Lie group G. In QCD, the charged test particle is a quark with

chromoelectric charge qi. As the particle moves around the manifold, the connection

tells the charge vector how to rotate, or how the vector parallel transports. If the test

particle is transported around a closed loop C, it obtains a phase given by exp
{
i
∮
C A
}
.

Precisely, in a non-Abelian gauge theory, for some particle moving with a worldline

xµ(τ), the rotation of the vector q is governed by the parallel transport equation,

i
dq

dτ
=
dxµ

dτ
Aµ(x)q, (2.44)

where we consider Aµ to be Hermitian such that the length q†q is constant. Now suppose

that the particle is moving along curve C from time τ = τi to τ = τf . The rotation of the

vector and therefore the parallel transport depends on the starting and ending points,

and the path between them. We relate q(τf ) to q(τi) via

q(τf ) = U [xi, xf ; C]q(τi), (2.45)

where U is a Wilson line, defined as the path-ordered exponential,

U [xi, xf ; C] = P exp

(
i

∫ τf

τi

dτ
dxµ

dτ
Aµ(x(τ))

)
,

= P exp

(
i

∫ xf

xi

A

)
, (2.46)

where P denotes path-ordering. The Wilson line, under a gauge transformation Ω(x),

transforms as

U [xi, xf ; C] → Ω(xi)U [xi, xf ; C]Ω†(xf ). (2.47)
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If the test particle is moving on a closed loop, the Wilson line is referred to as a Wilson

loop, and it quantifies how the charge vector q differs from its starting value. In other

words, the Wilson loop is a holonomy. It is usually written as

W [C] = trP exp

(
i

∮
A

)
. (2.48)

Like the Wilson line, it depends on the representation of the gauge field and its value

along the (closed) path.

Returning to QCD, the Wilson loop can be viewed as an operator that transports a

chromoelectrically-charged particle around a closed loop in spacetime. The particle is

charged in the fundamental representation of the non-Abelian SU(Nc) group such that

the color-averaged transport around the closed loop is the path-ordered exponential,

W =
1

Nc
trP exp

(
ig

∮
C
dxµAµ(x)

)
, (2.49)

where the gauge coupling is given by g and the indices µ run from 0 to 4. In thermal

equilibrium, the theory is time translation invariant. Then the closed curve C includes

the temporal direction, which is analytically-continued to imaginary values. The expec-

tation value is a constant in time.

Area law behavior out of equilibrium The behavior of the spatial Wilson loop

for large areas reflects the infrared properties of the strongly-correlated system.

In equilibrium at zero temperature, the expectation value of the Wilson loop in Yang-

Mills theory decreases exponentially with the area A as

− log⟨W ⟩eq. = σeq.A, (2.50)

where A is sufficiently large and σeq. is the equilibrium string tension that describes the

rise of the static quark-anti-quark potential for large spatial separation. At zero temper-

ature, spatial Wilson loops and their spatio-temporal counterparts show the same area

law behavior. However, unlike their spatio-temporal counterparts, the spatial Wilson

loops exhibit this behavior in the de-confined high temperature phase, in the vicinity

of the self-similar regime far from equilibrium. Here, this area law behavior reflects

non-perturbative gauge field configurations.

In Ref [41], a universal scaling exponent ζ is determined from the logarithm of the Wilson

loop expectation value as a function of the area rescaled with time, log⟨W ⟩ ∼ At−ζ . This

is the scaling exponent for the ultrasoft magnetic scale,
√
σ(t), which is the dynamical

spatial string tension. This was determined by classical-statistical lattice simulations.
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The simulations further determine that both SU(2) and SU(3) gauge theories show

nearly identical infrared scaling exponents when properly normalized by their respective

Casimir color factors.

2.4.4 Non-thermal fixed points and universality

Generally, in systems with a characteristic over-occupation of ultrasoft modes such as

the non-equilibrium plasma formed in heavy ion collisions, the system can approach a

transient solution independent of its initial conditions known as a non-thermal fixed

point (NTFP) before it thermalizes. NTFPs represent non-equilibrium attractor solu-

tions reached on a time scale that is much shorter than the thermalization time. Near

the NTFP, the distribution function or correlator that describes these ultrasoft modes

undergoes a self-similar evolution. During the self-similar evolution, the dynamics is

controlled by a scaling function and corresponding scaling exponents.

When the scaling properties of different systems with different underlying microscopic

theories coincide, they can be loosely grouped into universality classes. Some examples of

similar over-occupied systems in extreme conditions include relativistic scalar systems

that are used to model inflation and non-relativistic scalar systems that model the

dynamics of ultracold quantum gases. These systems also approach NTFPs as they

thermalize and exhibit nearly identical scaling properties and self-similar evolution.

Cosmological inflation models describe the early stage of the universe after the Big

Bang. Some scenarios are modelled by scalar field theories featuring classical inflaton

fields that decay due to instabilities from parametric resonances or tachyonic or spinoidal

dynamics [94–96]. These instabilities can induce overoccupied excitations with transient

dynamics, with a corresponding distribution that exhibit a self-similar evolution. In

fact, the model exhibits different scaling regions that involve a dual cascade [94, 97, 98].

There is a direct energy cascade, in which energy is transferred to higher momenta,

which drives the thermalization process. On the other hand, there is a particle cascade,

in which particles evolve to lower momenta and occupy the zero mode, inducing a far

from equilibrium Bose-Einstein condensate [5, 38].

These over-occupied conditions can also be prepared in table-top experiments featuring

ultracold atomic gases [99]. In an optical trap, the dynamics of an interacting, non-

relativistic Bose gas with density n and scattering length a can be probed. One can

classify an over-occupied regime via some diluteness parameter and coherence length.

The diluteness parameter ζ =
√
na3 indicates a regime in which the system exhibits this

high-occupancy, according to the condition ζ ≪ 1. The coherence length is the inverse

of the characteristic momentum scale Q =
√
16πan. In this system, Q is similar to
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the saturation momentum scale Q in heavy ion collisions, and the diluteness provides a

dimensionless coupling parameter. The Bose cas is considered over-occupied when the

occupancies ∼ 1/ζ and when modes have momenta on the order of Q [99].

Additionally, universal caling has been experimentally discovered in other cold-atom

systems [100–102]. In Refs. [100, 101], the non-equilibrium dynamics for magnetic

hyperfine excitations of a spin-one Bose gas is tested in an elongated trap. A sudden

change in the applied magnetic field is induced as a non-equilibrium instability and then

the transverse spin is measured for three different initial conditions. Regardless of the

initial conditions, a self-similar scaling regime emerges that is characterized by universal

scaling exponents.

One of the outstanding questions is the extent to which these systems can be compared

and how exactly we classify universality. A first step to this direct comparison can be

taken when we can identify an order parameter in gauge theories that can be linked to

the behavior of relativistic and nonrelativistic scalar fields. We investigate this further

in Chapter 4.



Chapter 3

Sphaleron damping and charge

transport in QCD plasmas

Chiral transport phenomena have recently attracted a significant amount of attention

in experimental and theoretical studies, as they may have a significant impact on the

collective dynamics of systems possessing (approximately) chiral fermions. Since such

systems are ubiquitous in nature, possible manifestations of these phenomena occur

across a diverse range of energy scales, with examples including the dynamics of baryo-

and magnetogenesis in the early universe [28], the QGP in heavy ion collisions [29], and

Dirac and Weyl semimetals in condensed matter systems [30].

Ordinary transport phenomena describe the macroscopic dynamics of conserved energy-

momentum and (vector) charges on large time and distance scales. Novel chiral transport

phenomena, on the other hand, are linked to the dynamics of axial charges, which generi-

cally are not conserved due to quantum anomalies [18, 19]. Despite their expected impor-

tance in high temperature QCD plasmas, the effects of axial charge-changing processes

in describing anomalous transport phenomena in heavy-ion collisions are frequently ne-

glected in phenomenological studies [31] and have only been explored to a limited extent

in the studies of [32, 33]. The primary objective of this study is to clarify the conditions

under which anomalous charge transport in high-temperature QCD plasmas can be de-

scribed macroscopically by anomalous relativistic hydrodynamics, and to explore the

extent to which the non-conservation of axial charge due to QCD sphaleron transitions

affects transport processes in a QCD plasma.

This chapter is based on Ref. [17] and is organized as follows. We begin with a general

discussion of axial charge dynamics in high-temperature QCD plasmas in Section 3.1.

Then, we establish the conditions under which a macroscopic description can be justified

27
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and subsequently in Section 3.2 demonstrate how to include axial charge changing pro-

cesses due to sphaleron transitions in the anomalous hydrodynamic description of high-

temperature QCD plasmas. Based on this framework, we demonstrate in Section 3.3

that sphaleron transitions have a non-trivial effect on the coupled hydrodynamic behav-

ior of axial and vector charges in the presence of a magnetic field. Strikingly, we observe

that the inclusion of the sphaleron damping term leads to the emergence of a wavenum-

ber threshold that characterizes the hydrodynamic behavior of coupled charge modes

and indicates the formation of Chiral Magnetic Waves (CMWs). Due to the particular

form of the chiral anomaly, the dissipative effects due to sphaleron transitions also in-

duce a non-trivial coupling between different species of chiral fermions, which we discuss

using the example of the u, d light flavor sector of QCD. Subsequently, in Section 3.4,

we investigate the sensitivity of axial and vector charge transport in the presence of

a magnetic field to the sphaleron transition rate. We provide illustrative examples of

vector and axial charge separation by numerically solving the linearized hydrodynamic

equations, as well as an analytic expression for the vector charge separation in a space-

time homogeneous plasma that elucidates its dependence on the sphaleron rate. We

finally conclude in Section 3.5 with a summary of our findings and comments on the

implications for the experimental search for chiral transport phenomena in heavy-ion

collisions.
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3.1 Chirality charge dynamics in high-temperature QCD

plasmas

Specifically, for an SU(Nc)×U(1) gauge theory coupled to Nf flavors of massless Dirac

fermions, which describes a high temperature QCD plasma in the presence of electro-

magnetic fields, the non-conservation of the axial current jµA,f (x) = ψ̄f (x)γ
5γµψf (x) of

each fermion flavor takes the form of a local balance equation

∂µj
µ
A,f (x) = −

(eqf )
2Nc

8π2
Fµν(x)F̃

µν(x)− g2

16π2
Ga

µν(x)G̃
µν
a (x), (3.1)

where e, g are the U(1) and SU(Nc) gauge couplings, Fµν and Ga
µν denote the corre-

sponding Abelian and non-Abelian field strength tensors, F̃µν = 1
2ϵ

µναβFαβ and G̃µν
a =

1
2ϵ

µναβGa
αβ, are their duals and qf is the electric charge of each fermion flavor. By rec-

ognizing the terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.1) as the covariant divergence of the respective

Chern-Simons currents, ∂µQ
µ(x) = e2

16π2Fµν(x)F̃
µν(x), ∂µK

µ(x) = g2

32π2G
a
µν(x)G̃

µν
a (x)

the axial anomaly relation in Eq. (3.1) expresses the local conservation of the overall

chirality of fermions j0A,f and gauge fields 2q2fNcQ
0, 2K0 for each massless flavor. Since

anomalous transport phenomena such as the chiral magnetic effect (CME) [21] only oc-

cur when a net chirality imbalance is present in the fermion sector (j0A,f ̸= 0), it is thus

important to understand how a chiral charge imbalance is transferred and re-distributed

between fermions and gauge fields on the macroscopic time scales of interest.

Due to their expected importance, different mechanism of chirality transfer have been

explored in the context of condensed matter physics [103], nuclear physics [50], and cos-

mology [67]. Straightforwardly, in QED plasmas or QED-like materials, a chiral charge

imbalance in the fermion sector can be created via the application of (aligned) external

electric and magnetic fields [30], while spacetime-dependent fluctuations of (chromo-

)electromagnetic fields [2, 67] can generate local fluctuations of the chiral charge imbal-

ance of fermions in QED and QCD plasmas. Conversely, a chirality imbalance in the

fermion sector can generate chiral plasma instabilities in both QED and QCD plasmas

[56, 61], which induce a transfer of chirality from fermions to gauge fields. However, on

sufficiently large time and distance scales, the transfer of chirality in non-Abelian gauge

theories, such as QCD, is believed to be dominated by so-called sphaleron transitions

between different topological sectors of the SU(Nc) gauge fields [2, 15, 16, 50].

By virtue of the non-trivial topology of the SU(Nc) gauge field configurations in the

physical real space R3 ∪ {∞}, non-Abelian gauge theories such as QCD feature an infi-

nite number of topologically inequivalent but otherwise degenerate field configurations

labelled by an integer Chern-Simons number NCS =
∫
d3x K0(x). In high-temperature

QCD plasmas, transitions between different topological sectors are thermally activated
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by finite-energy configurations called sphalerons. Sphaleron transitions between differ-

ent topological sectors result in a change in NCS by plus/minus unity, which according

to Eq. (3.1) results in a change of the net-axial charge of fermions J0
A,f =

∫
d3x J0

A(x) by

plus/minus two units for each flavor. While in charge-neutral plasmas the dynamics of

sphaleron transitions thus induces time dependent fluctuations of the chiral charge im-

balance JA
0 =

∑
f j

0
A,f of fermions, sphaleron transitions in a chirally imbalanced plasma

(J0
A ̸= 0) exhibit a bias towards erasing any pre-existing charge imbalance JA

0 [15, 50],

such that on asymptotically large time scales any chiral charge imbalance of fermions

will disappear. Since a non-vanishing chiral charge imbalance is however required to

realize chiral transport phenomena such as the chiral magnetic effect, one concludes

that anomalous transport phenomena in high-temperature QCD plasmas are in a sense

intrinsically non-equilibrium phenomena, which can only occur on transient time scales

before the chiral charge imbalance is eventually erased.

The typical time scale for which a chiral charge imbalance can persist in a high-temperature

QCD plasma therefore crucially depends on the rate of sphaleron transitions. Despite the

fact that sphaleron transitions are known to occur in high-temperature QCD plasmas,

it is notoriously challenging to compute the sphaleron rate from first principles [16, 51].

The sphaleron transition rate is defined as the thermal expectation value of the zero fre-

quency, zero momentum limit of the Wightman correlation function of G∂µKµ∂µKµ(ω,k)

as

Γsph =

∫
d4X

〈
g2

32π2
Ga

µνG̃
µν
a (X)

g2

32π2
Ga

αβG̃
αβ
a (0)

〉
(3.2)

and describes the occurrence of a Chern-Simons number-changing process per unit vol-

ume per unit time [16]. Evaluated at weak coupling for SU(Nc) gauge theories, the

sphaleron transition rate is parametrically given by Γsph ∝ α5
ST

4, where αS = g2/4π [16],

while at strong coupling, the rate of sphaleron transitions is computed via the AdS/CFT

correspondence for an N = 4 Supersymmetric Yang-Mills plasma is given by N → ∞:

Γsph = (g2N)2T 4/256π3[54]. Very recently, (quenched) lattice QCD calculations [53]

have determined the sphaleron transition rates at temperatures T = 1.5Tc to be on

the order of Γsph = (0.02 − 0.2)T 4, with large systematic uncertainties stemming from

the analytic continuation of Euclidean correlation functions to Minkowski space. Even

though the estimated rates from lattice QCD are actually sizeable, we will demonstrate

shortly that a more careful assessment of their magnitude suggests that an effective

macroscopic description of axial charge transport in high-energy heavy-ion collisions

may still be warranted.
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3.2 Hydrodynamic description of anomalous transport in

QCD-like theories

Although chiral transport phenomena in high-temperature QCD plasmas are in principle

intrinsically non-equilibrium phenomena, their possible macroscopic manifestations also

emerge naturally within the framework of anomalous hydrodynamics [22]. Indeed, if the

process of axial charge equilibration is slow compared to the typical kinetic equilibration

of the QCD plasma, the axial currents jµA,f represent additional slow variables whose

dynamics can be described macroscopically by introducing additional axial chemical

potentials µfA associated with the residual deviations of the axial charge j0A,f from the

genuine equilibrium state.

However, a meaningful hydrodynamic description based on an expansion around tran-

sient equilibrium states with non-vanishing axial chemical potentials (µfA ̸= 0) can only

be achieved if the equilibration of axial charge is slow compared to the equilibration of

the system. This is the case for weakly-coupled SU(Nc) plasmas, where the timescale

of axial charge relaxation due to sphaleron transitions τsph ≈ χAT
Γsph

∼ α−5
S T 3 [16] is

much larger than the timescale associated with the kinetic equilibration of the plasma,

τkin ≈ 4πη/s
T ∼ α−2

S T−1 [104]. When considering the QGP created in heavy ion collisions

at RHIC and LHC energies, where temperatures typically range up to ∼ 4Tc, one finds

that with the estimate of Γsph ≈ 0.1T 4 from [53] τsph ∼ 10T−1 can be larger, but not

significantly larger than τkin ≈ 2T−1fm/c for favorable values of the transport coefficient

η/s = 0.16 [105].

Now that we have established the anticipated range of applicability of an effective macro-

scopic description, we proceed to develop the hydrodynamic description of anomalous

charge transport following previous works [22, 106]. We consider a viscous relativistic

fluid in 3 + 1 spacetime dimensions, governed by the Minkowski metric gµν = (−1,1),

with conserved U(1) vector currents1 jµV,f = ⟨Ψ̄fγ
µΨf ⟩ and U(1) axial currents jµA,f =

⟨Ψ̄fγ
µγ5Ψf ⟩ that are not conserved due to the axial anomaly for Nf flavors of mass-

less Dirac fermions. In the presence of a slowly-varying, non-dynamical background

electromagnetic field, the conservation laws take the form

∂µT
µν =

∑
f

eqfF
νλjVλ,f , (3.3)

∂µj
µ
V,f = 0, (3.4)

∂µj
µ
A,f = (eqf )

2CEµBµ − g2

16π2
Ga

µνG̃
µν
a , (3.5)

1Note that the vector current is defined such that the electric current is jµel,f = eqf j
µ
V,f .
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where the right hand side of Eq. (3.3) reflects work done on the system by the ex-

ternal electromagnetic field. Conversely, the right hand side of Eq. (3.5) reflects the

non-conservation of axial charge, where effects due to the Abelian chiral anomaly are

described explicitly by the term (eqf )
2CEµBµ with the anomaly coefficient C = Nc/2π

2.

Non-Abelian contributions to the axial anomaly are described by the last term in

Eq. (3.5), which – in accordance with the discussion in Section 3.1 and Chapter 3 –

tend to erase any pre-existing axial charge imbalance. By following the arguments of

Shaposnikov, McLerran, and Mottola [15], the expectation value of
〈

g2

16π2G
a
µνG̃

µν
a

〉
can

be expressed in terms of the sphaleron transition rate Γsph as〈
g2

16π2
Ga

µνG̃
µν
a

〉
= 4Γsph

∑
f

µf,A
T

, (3.6)

which in the presence of finite axial chemical potentials
∑

f µf,A is manifestly non-

zero. We note that even though individual sphaleron transitions represent singular

local events, which result in an integer change of the net axial charge, the macroscopic

description in Eq. (3.5) is valid over large time and distance scales, where on average

multiple sphaleron transitions provide a dissipative effect on the axial charge evolution

of the fluid.

The electromagnetic fields are defined in Lorentz covariant form,

Eµ = Fµνuν , Bµ =
1

2
ϵµναβuνFαβ, (3.7)

such that uµB
µ = uµE

µ = 0. Here, uµ denotes the rest-frame velocity field, which,

following Landau and Lifshitz, is defined as the timelike eigenvector of the energy mo-

mentum tensor: −uµTµν = ϵuν such that u2 = −1. Besides uµ, we use local temperature

T and chemical potentials µVf/Af
for each fermion flavor as thermodynamic variables.

We also define the vorticity,

ωµ =
1

2
ϵµναβuν∂αuβ, (3.8)

which must be included in the hydrodynamic description of anomalous relativistic fluids

[22].

Next, to obtain the complete set of hydrodynamic equations of the system, we supple-

ment Eqs. (3.3)-(3.5) with the constitutive relations for the vector/axial currents jµV/A,f

and the energy momentum tensor Tµν , which, in the most general form in the Landau
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frame, are written as

Tµν = (ϵ+ P )uµuν + Pgµν + τµν , (3.9)

jµV,f = nV,fu
µ + νµV,f , (3.10)

jµA,f = nA,fu
µ + νµA,f , (3.11)

where ϵ = ϵ(T, µV,f , µA,f ) denotes the energy density and P = P (T, µV,f , µA,f ) is the

thermodynamic pressure. By definition, τµν satisfies the relation uµτ
µν = 0, and the

dissipative currents νµV/A,f are defined such that uµν
µ
V/A,f = 0 and nV/A,f = uµj

µ
V/A,f

is the vector/axial charge density in the local rest frame of the fluid. We also note

that, following the common practice in the field of heavy-ion physics, we take all of

the above quantities to correspond to their expectation values, and we will not consider

thermodynamic fluctuations in this study.

In this study, we restrict ourselves to studying the dissipative corrections τµν and νµV/A

up to first order in gradients of the hydrodynamic variables and external fields. The

correction to Eq. (3.9) is then given by

τµν = −ησµν − ζ∆µν∂ · u, (3.12)

which corresponds to ordinary first-order viscous corrections to energy-momentum trans-

port, where η and ζ are the shear and bulk viscosity,

σµν ≡ ∆µα∆νβ

(
∂αuβ + ∂βuα − 2

3
gαβ∂ · u

)
(3.13)

is the transverse traceless symmetric shear-stress tensor, and ∆µν = gµν +uµuν denotes

the spatial projector orthogonal to the direction of fluid flow. Similarly, the first order

viscous corrections to Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) take the following general form

νµV,f =− σff
′

V V

(
T∆µν∂ν

µV,f ′

T
− eqf ′Eµ

)
(3.14)

− σff
′

V AT∆
µν∂ν

µA,f ′

T
+ eqfσ

f
V BB

µ + ξV,fω
µ,

νµA,f =− σff
′

AV

(
T∆µν∂ν

µV,f ′

T
− eqf ′Eµ

)
(3.15)

− σff
′

AAT∆
µν∂ν

µA,f ′

T
+ eqfσ

f
ABB

µ + ξA,fω
µ,

and, if not stated otherwise, we will consider the various conductivity tensors to be diag-

onal in flavor space σff
′
= σδff

′
, to comply with the SU(Nf )×SU(Nf ) flavor symmetry

of a charge-neutral plasma in the chirally symmetric phase. We note that the various co-

efficients in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) have straightforward physical interpretations, where

σV V and σAA are the vector and axial conductivities, while the “off-diagonal” transport
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coefficients σV A and σAV describe the coupled transport of axial and vector charges

associated with the chiral electric separation effect [107], with σV A = σAV due to the

Onsager relations [108]. The other coefficients are related to anomalous chiral transport

phenomena associated with the magnetic field and vorticity: σBV is the conductivity due

to the chiral magnetic effect [21], σBA is the conductivity due to the chiral separation

effect [24, 25], ξV is the coupling of the chiral vortical effect, and ξA is the spin-vorticity

coupling[22].

Evidently, the transport coefficients in Eqs. (3.12)-(3.15) are constrained by the second

law of thermodynamics, which requires local entropy production to be non-negative.

Based on this requirement, it follows directly that the ordinary transport coefficients

satisfy the relations η ≥ 0 and ζ ≥ 0 for the shear and bulk viscosities in Eq. (3.12), as

well as Γsph ≥ 0, σV V ≥ 0 and σAA ≥ 0, while σAV σV A ≤ σAAσV V , for the sphaleron

rate and the various conductivities in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15). Strikingly, as pointed

out in a seminal paper by Son and Surowka [22] and follow-up works [106], the various

anomalous chiral transport coefficients in Eqs. (3.12)-(3.15) are constrained to an even

greater extent by the same condition. To show this, we quantify entropy production via

the entropy current,

Sµ = suµ +DBB
µ +Dωω

µ −
µV,f
T

νµV,f −
µA,f

T
νµA,f , (3.16)

where s is defined by the thermodynamic relation Ts = (ϵ + P ) − µV,fnV,f − µA,fnA,f

and DB,ω are general functions of temperature T and chemical potentials µV/A,f . By ex-

ploiting the hydrodynamic equations and thermodynamic relations, we can then express

the divergence of Sµ as (see Appendix A for details)

∂µS
µ =− 1

T
∂µuντ

µν − νµV,f

(
∂µ
µV,f
T

−
eqf
T
Eµ

)
− νµA,f∂µ

µA,f

T
+ 4Γsph

∑
f

µA,f

T

2

−

∑
f

µA,f

T
(eqf )

2

CEµBµ + ∂µ (DBB
µ +Dωω

µ) , (3.17)

and require positive entropy production with the condition

∂µS
µ ≥ 0. (3.18)

Dissipative effects due to shear (η) and bulk (ζ) viscous corrections, vector and axial

charge diffusion (σV/AV/A), as well as sphaleron damping (Γsph) contribute positively

to entropy production. Deferring the details of the calculation to Appendix A (see

also [22]), one finds that a thermodynamically consistent description of the anomalous

transport phenomena associated with the coefficients σV B, σBA, ξA, ξV , requires these
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phenomena to be non-disspiative in the sense that their contribution to ∂µS
µ vanishes

identically. Based on this requirement, following the calculations in [22, 106], one obtains

the following constraints on the anomalous transport coefficients in the single-flavor case:

σV B = C

(
µA − nV µAµV

ϵ+ P

)
, (3.19)

σAB = C

(
µV − nAµAµV

ϵ+ P

)
+ (eqf )

−1 ∂

∂µA
g(µA), (3.20)

ξA = C

(
µ2V −

nAµAµ
2
V

ϵ+ P

)
+ (eqf )

−1µV
T

∂

∂µA
g(µA)

+
∂

∂µA
G(µA), (3.21)

ξV = 2C

(
µV µA −

nV µAµ
2
V

ϵ+ P

)
+ (eqf )

−1g(µA), (3.22)

where µA ≡ µA/T and g and G are hitherto arbitrary functions of µA. These coeffi-

cients agree with the single flavor calculations by [22, 106] and with the conductivities

calculated microscopically in the original works of [21–25, 106]. While the positivity of

entropy production alone does not lead to such stringent constraints in the multiflavor

case (see Appendix A), we will assume that individual quark flavors behave indepen-

dently with respect to the chiral anomaly and entropy production and employ the same

transport coefficients for the multiflavor case for respective quark flavors.

Next, we take these coefficients and insert them into the first order corrections to the

constitutive relations in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15). We can then take the constitutive rela-

tions with the conservation equations to obtain the closed set of hydrodynamic equations

that govern the vector and axial charge dynamics in a high-temperature QCD plasma.
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3.3 Hydrodynamic excitations in charge-neutral plasma

Now that we have established the effective macroscopic description of vector and axial

charge transport in the presence of QCD sphaleron transitions, we will study the behavior

of hydrodynamic excitations on a static equilibrium background, characterized by a fluid

velocity field uµ = (1,0), temperature T , and vanishing vector/axial charge chemical

potentials µVf
= µAf

= 0, which is typical in high energy heavy ion collisions. In order

to analyze the hydrodynamic equations, we first perform a spatial Fourier transform of

the equations of motion, according to

ui(t,x) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
eik·xuik(t,k), (3.23)

and similarly for the other fields, then subsequently linearize the equations of motion

around the static equilibrium background. In the presence of an external magnetic field

B, the velocity field can be decomposed as

ui = uk
ki

|k|
+ uB

Bi

|B|
+ uk×B

k×B

|k×B|
, (3.24)

such that the longitudinal and transverse components of the fluid velocity fields are

given by

uL =
ki

|k|
ui = uk + uB cos(θkB), (3.25)

ui⊥ = uB

(
Bi

|B|
− cos(θkB)

ki

|k|

)
+ uk×B

(k×B)i

|k×B|
, (3.26)

and the transverse component can be further decomposed into two components:

u⊥B = uB

(
Bi

|B|
− cos(θkB)

ki

|k|

)
, (3.27)

u⊥⊥ = uk×B
(k×B)i

|k×B|
. (3.28)

We choose the hydrodynamic variables to be fluctuations in energy density δϵ = δT 00,

momentum density πi = δui(ϵ + P ) = δT 0i, and charge densities δnV,f = δj0V,f and

δnA,f = δj0A,f , as these quantities can be defined microscopically in the underlying theory

of QCD. By using thermodynamic relations, it is straightforward to express intensive

variables from T , uµ, and µV/A in terms of extensive ones; in particular we can express

changes in charge density in terms of changes in chemical potential according to

δni,f = χff ′

ij δµj,f ′ , χff ′

ij =

(
∂2P

∂µi,f∂µj,f ′

)
T

, (3.29)
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while changes of the pressure are determined by the equation of state as δP = c2Sδϵ. Since

we are considering a charge-neutral background, all transport coefficients are evaluated

at µV,f = µA,f = 0. We also assume SU(Nf ) × SU(Nf ) flavor symmetry, such that

χff ′

ij = χiδijδ
ff ′

. We note that in this situation, the “off-diagonal” transport coefficients,

σV A = σAV in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) also vanish, since the leading-order contributions

are ∝ µA,fµV,f [107], i.e. of second order in the chemical potentials.

By imposing these conditions, we obtain the complete system of linearized hydrodynamic

equations:

∂tδϵ+ i|k|πL = 0, (3.30)

∂tπL + i|k|c2sδϵ+
4

3
γηk

2πL = 0, (3.31)

∂tπ⊥B + γηk
2π⊥B = 0, (3.32)

∂tπ⊥⊥ + γηk
2π⊥⊥ −

∑
f

ieqf |k×B|
(
Df

V δnV,f

)
= 0, (3.33)

∂tδnV,f +DV k
2δnV,f + ieqfC

k ·B
χA

δnA,f = 0, (3.34)

∂tδnA,f +DAk
2δnA,f + ieqfC

k ·B
χV

δnV,f = −γsph
∑
f

δnA,f , (3.35)

where γη = η/(ϵ+ P ) is the shear diffusion coefficient, Di = σii/χi are the vector/axial

charge diffusion coefficients and the coefficient γsph = 4Γsph/(χAT ) describes dissipative

effects due to sphaleron transitions. Since the right-hand side of Eq. (3.35) contains a

sum over all flavors, this contribution leads to an explicit coupling of different flavor

components, which tends to erase the net axial charge in the system.

We first observe that Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31) are coupled and describe sound waves,

whereas Eq. (3.32) describes a purely diffusive shear mode. Eq. (3.33) is also a diffusive

shear mode, coupled to Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35), which describe vector and axial charge

density modes. We restrict our analysis to the coupled charge density equations, leaving

out Eq. (3.33) as the vector charge density fluctuations feed into the shear mode but

the shear mode does not feed back into the charge density equations at linear order.

3.3.1 Single flavor dynamics

Before we address the more complex situation of multiple flavors, we will analyze the

effect of sphaleron transitions on the coupled vector and axial charge dynamics of a

single fermion flavor (Nf = 1) with charge qf in the presence of a magnetic field.
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Figure 3.1: Single-flavor dispersion relations (3.38) for charge modes without dissipa-
tion from sphaleron transitions. The diffusion constant is fixed, so the behavior of the

excitations depends on the wavenumber k and the magnetic field strength.

We rewrite Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) in matrix form, using

M
Nf=1
ab =

 Dk2 ieqfCχ
−1
A k ·B

ieqfCχ
−1
V k ·B Dk2 + γsph

 (3.36)

such that the fields ϕa = (δnV , δnA) satisfy the equation

∂tϕa +Mabϕb = 0 . (3.37)

By following standard procedure, the dispersion relations of the linearized hydrody-

namic equations are then found by determining minus i times the complex eigenvalues

associated with the matrix M
Nf=1
ab in Eq. (3.36).

Before studying the collective modes that emerge when explicitly accounting for the

dissipative contribution of sphaleron transitions, we first address the dynamics of vector

and axial charges in the absence of sphaleron transitions by setting γsph = 0 in Eq. (3.36).

The resulting dispersion relations of the charge modes take the form

ω∓ = −iDk2 ∓
(eqf )C√
χAχV

|k ·B|, (3.38)

which are the known dispersion relations associated with the CMW up to O(k2) [23].

We observe that the dispersion relations have two distinct, competing parts, namely

a diffusive imaginary part and a propagating real part, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Since the diffusion constant D is fixed, the mechanism dominating the behavior of the

excitations depends primarily on the magnitude and orientation of the wavevector k of

the perturbation and on the strength of the magnetic field. In the presence of a weak

magnetic field, the dynamics of charge modes will be governed by diffusion. As the
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Figure 3.2: Single-flavor dispersion relations ωA (3.43) and ωV (3.44) for different
values of Γsph plotted for eB/T 2 = 0.05, 0.15, 0.45 (top to bottom) respectively. Vertical

dotted line represents kCMW for each case.

magnetic field increases in strength, the low k modes oriented along the magnetic field

will propagate with decreasing influence from diffusion.

We can further characterize the modes by discussing the associated eigenvectors,

v∓ =

 cosΩ∓

eiϕ∓ sinΩ∓

 , (3.39)

in which the subscripted sign corresponds to the sign of the real part of the dispersion

relations. The mixing angles Ω∓ are

tanΩ∓ =

√
χV

χA
, (3.40)

and the phases ϕ∓ are

eiϕ− = −1, eiϕ+ = 1, (3.41)

such that for equal vector/axial charge susceptibilities χV ≈ χA, vector and axial evo-

lution is maximally mixed.

When sphaleron transitions occur (γsph ̸= 0), the dispersion relations can no longer be

simply divided into a diffusive and a propagating part. Instead, the inclusion of sphaleron
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transitions associated with the term γsph leads to the emergence of a wavenumber thresh-

old,

kCMW =

√
χV

χA

2Γsph

e|qf |C|B|
, (3.42)

which provides the minimum wavenumber above which a propagating chiral magnetic

wave (CMW) can form for a given magnetic field strength. Hence it is convenient to

express the dispersion relations in terms of the characteristic scale kCMW as

ωA = − i

2

(
γsph + 2Dk2

)
−
γsph
2

√(
k

kCMW

)2

− 1, (3.43)

ωV = − i

2

(
γsph + 2Dk2

)
+
γsph
2

√(
k

kCMW

)2

− 1, (3.44)

where ωA is the dispersion relation of the mode dominated by axial charge diffusion and

ωV is the dispersion relation of the mode dominated by vector charge diffusion.

We plot the dispersion relations in Figure 3.2 for three different values of the magnetic

field strength eB/T 2 = 0.05, 0.15, 0.45 and further illustrate the behavior for two dif-

ferent values of the sphaleron transition rate, namely Γsph/T
4 = 0.001, corresponding

to perturbative estimates [16], and Γsph/T
4 = 0.01, which is on the order of recent

(quneched) lattice QCD results [53]. For illustrative purposes, we consider Nc = 3 with

the charge susceptibilities of the free theory, given by

χA/V (T, µA/V = 0) = Nc
T 2

3
= T 2, (3.45)

in a charge-neutral plasma.

Each plot shows two distinct regimes separated by their respective value of kCMW.

Below kCMW, CMWs cannot form and modes are purely dissipative as the dynamics is

dominated by damping due to sphaleron transitions. On the other hand, above kCMW,

the dynamics of the modes depends on the magnetic field strength. As eB/T 2 decreases,

the wavenumber threshold for the formation of a CMW increases and dissipative effects

increasingly dominate the propagation due to charge mixing in the presence of the

magnetic field. At high kCMW, modes will form a CMW but is strongly damped due to

the combined effects of sphaleron damping and charge diffusion. Only at sufficiently high

eB/T 2 can the CMW overcome the effects of sphaleron damping and propagate without

significant dissipation, as seen in the lower left panel of Figure 3.2 for a small sphaleron

transiton rate and large magnetic field strength. In the case of a large sphaleron rate,

shown in the right panel of Figure 3.2 dissipative effects dominate for all magnetic field

strength considered. Even for the larger magnetic field strength shown in the bottom
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Figure 3.5: Dispersion relations in the multiflavor case for different values of Γsph

plotted for eB/T 2 = 0.05, 0.15, 0.45 (top to bottom), respectively. Black solid lines
indicate the asymptotic limits of small or large wavenumber k.

right panel, the dominant effect of the vector/axial charge mixing is not the formation

of a propagating CMW but rather the additional dissipative effects due to sphaleron

transitions.

We then investigate the extent of charge mixing by analyzing the corresponding eigen-

vectors,

vi =

 cosΩi

eiϕi sinΩi

 . (3.46)

for i = A, V . The mixing angles ΩA/V , shown in Figure 3.3, characterize the mixing of

vector and axial charged for the two modes. While at k = 0 vector and axial charge

dynamics is decoupled, a significant charge mixing already builds up in the dissipative

regime k < kCMW regime, before for k > kCMW, the mixing angle is identical for both

modes, and the evolution of vector and axial charges is maximally mixed.

The phases ϕA/V are shown in Figure 3.4. In the regime where k < kCMW, the phases

are the same, ϕV/A = −π/2. However, for k > kCMW, as k increases, the phases diverge

towards a phase difference ∆ϕ = π. That is, ϕA approaches 0, whereas ϕV approaches

−π.
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Figure 3.6: Mixing angles for two-flavor system, eB/T 2 = 0.45.

3.3.2 Multi flavor dynamics

We now move on and consider a two fermion-flavor system with up and down quarks.

In this case, the evolution matrix for vector and axial charge dynamics of up and down

quarks is given by

M
Nf=2
ab =



M
Nf=1
ab

∣∣
qf=qu

0 0

0 γsph

0 0

0 γsph

M
Nf=1
ab

∣∣
qf=qd


, (3.47)

where M
Nf=1
ab denotes the single-flavor matrix given in (3.36), evaluated for the electric

charge of the up quark and down quark, respectively. The dynamics is then governed

by Eq. (3.37) for ϕa = {δnV,u, δnA,u, δnV,d, δnA,d}, the vector and axial charge densities

for up and down quarks. We emphasize that the dissipative term due to sphaleron
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Figure 3.7: Phases for two-flavor system, eB/T 2 = 0.45.

transitions couples the dynamics of the up and down quarks, as can already be seen in

Eq. (3.35), where the right hand side is proportional to the net axial charge imbalance

of all flavors.

The dispersion relations in the two flavor case are shown in Figure 3.5 for both a low

and higher sphaleron rate, for three different values of the magnetic field. As in the

single-flavor case, we can express the eigenvectors in terms of mixing angles and phases.

We parameterize the four eigenvectors via

vi =



cos θud cosΩ
u
V A

eiφ
u
V A cos θud sinΩ

u
V A

eiφud sin θud cosΩ
d
V A

eiφudeiφ
d
V A sin θud sinΩ

d
V A


, i = {1, 2, 3, 4} .

(3.48)
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Based on this parameterization, we find the mixing angles shown in Figure 3.6 and the

phases shown in Figure 3.7, where the mixing angle cos θud describes mixing between

up and down flavors, while cosΩu,d
V A describe axial and vector charge mixing. Since the

general structure in Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.7 is rather complicated, we

discuss the analytic forms of the vector/axial charge modes and dispersion relations in

the two-flavor system in the limiting cases of small and large wavenumber.

In the large wavenumber limit, the sphaleron rate becomes increasingly less important,

such that the asymptotic case is described when we take γsph → 0 in M
Nf=2
ab . In this

case, there is no mixing between up and down flavors, such that the corresponding

eigenvalues take the form

ωd∓ = −iDk2 ∓ e|qd|C√
χAχV

|k ·B|, (3.49)

ωu∓ = −iDk2 ∓ e|qu|C√
χAχV

|k ·B|, (3.50)

which is identical to Eq. (3.38) and describes the independent dynamics of up and down

quarks. Conversely, in the small wavenumber limit (k → 0) sphaleron damping plays a

prominent role. In this limit, the leading eigenvalues are

ω1 = −2iγsph, ω2 = ω3 = ω4 = 0 , (3.51)

where the first mode corresponds to the relaxation of the net axial charge density

(δnuA + δndA) due to sphaleron transitions, while the axial charge difference between

up and down quarks (δnuA−δndA) is conserved, as well as the corresponding vector quan-

tities, (δnuV + δndV ) and (δnuV − δndV ). One can further disentangle the three degenerate

eigenvalues by applying degenerate perturbation theory to next-to-leading order. By as-

suming χa = χV = χ for simplicty, and leaving details of the calculation for Appendix C,

the eigenvalues to first order in perturbation theory are given by

ω2 = 0, ω3,4 = ∓ eC

χ
√
2

√
(q2d + q2u)|k ·B|. (3.52)

indicating the emergence of constant mode and conjugate pair of propagating chiral

magnetic waves, which is indicated by a black line in the bottom right panel of Figure 3.6.

Generally beyond these two simple limits, the coupled dynamics is rather complicated,

as can be inferred from the rather complex structures seen in Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6,

and Figure 3.7. Clearly, the reason for this is that, in the multi-flavor case, even in the

the small k limit, all of the modes are associated with linear combinations of u and d

vector and axial charges, as can be deduced the analytic expressions for the eigenvectors

in Appendix C as well as from the mixing angles and phases in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.
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3.4 Effects of sphaleron damping on vector and axial charge

dynamics

Next, in order to assess the impact of sphaleron transitions on normal and anomalous

transport phenomena in a QCD plasma, we investigate the response of the system to

an initial charge inhomogeneity by solving the linearized hydrodynamic equations (3.37)

numerically. We orient the magnetic field along the y-direction and study perturbations

in the x − y plane to loosely mimic the evolution in the transverse plane in an off-

central heavy-ion collision.2 We set the scale by setting temperature T = 4TC , where

TC = 155 MeV is the QCD cross-over temperature and study the evolution over a

time scale t = 10 fm/c. We limit ourselves to the single-flavor scenario (Nf = 1) and

consider two magnetic field strength regimes: eB/T 2 = 1/16 and eB/T 2 = 1. The first

of these regimes, where eB/T 2 = 1/16, was chosen to correspond to m2
π, an optimistic

estimate for the magnetic field strength achieved in a heavy ion collision [109]. The

second, eB/T 2 = 1, was chosen arbitrarily such that it was much stronger than m2
π. We

consider four different values of the sphaleron rate Γsph for each magnetic field strength

eB/T 2, and monitor the evolution of the vector/axial charge distributions along the

magnetic field direction, i.e. nV/A(y, t) =
∫
x,z nV/A(x, y, z, t), to probe how sphaleron

transitions affect vector and axial charge transport.

3.4.1 Vector charge perturbations

We first consider an initial vector charge perturbation, given by a Gaussian distribution

of width σ = 0.4Rp, Rp = 1 fm, such that the width is on the order of the size of

a nucleon – the characteristic length scale of variations in the transverse plane of a

heavy-ion collision. By studying the vector and axial charge profiles after t = 10 fm/c

of evolution as depicted in Figure 3.8, we observe that vector charge diffuses while axial

charge separates along the direction of the magnetic field. At eB/T 2 = 1/16, the vector

charge diffuses with no discernible difference with respect to the value of the sphaleron

transition rate. However, when the magnetic field strength is increased to eB/T 2 = 1,

the charge either purely diffuses or forms a highly diffusive wave. This behavior depends

on the sphaleron transition rate. In fact, there is a clear transition in behavior between

the charge distribution for Γsph/T
4 = 10−3 and Γsph/T

4 = 10−2; as the sphaleron

rate increases, the behavior of the vector charge changes from diffusive propagation to

purely diffusive. On the other hand, axial charge separates in the same manner for

both magnetic field strengths, though the magnitude of charge separation is greater

2When solving Eq. (3.37) numerically, in practice we discretize the evolution on a two-dimensional
spatial lattice (2562). The lattice is scaled such that the length of the sides were 10 fm with spacing
aS = 10/256 fm.
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Figure 3.8: Spatial profiles of axial (nA) and vector (nV ) charge distributions for
initial vector charge perturbation after an evolution for t = 10 fm/c. Different curves
in each panel correspond to four different values of the sphaleron transition rate Γsph.
Different columns show the the results for different magnetic field strength eB/T 2 =

1/16 in the left column and eB/T 2 = 1 in the right column.

for a strong magnetic field. One sees immediately from Figure 3.8 that the magnitude

and distance of charge separation depend on the value of the sphaleron transition rate.

Hence, as the rate of sphaleron transitions increases, the magnitude and distance of

separation decreases.

3.4.2 Axial charge perturbations

Next we consider an initial perturbation of the axial charge density, which can be seen

as a simple toy model for dynamics of the Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) in heavy

ion collisions [21]. We employ the same parameters as for the initial vector charge

perturbation, and present our results for the vector and axial charge profiles in Figure 3.9.

As can be expected, the response to an initial axial charge perturbation is significantly

more sensitive to the sphaleron rate. Specifically, for eB/T 2 = 1/16 shown in the left

column, the axial charge profile diffuses and decays and the decay rate depends on the

sphaleron rate. For eB/T 2 = 1, the modes for each of the four sphaleron rates form a
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Figure 3.9: Spatial profiles of axial (nA) and vector (nV ) charge distributions for
initial axial charge perturbation after an evolution for t = 10 fm/c. Different curves
in each panel correspond to four different values of the sphaleron transition rate Γsph.
Different columns show the the results for different magnetic field strength eB/T 2 =

1/16 in the left column and eB/T 2 = 1 in the right column.

decaying and highly diffusive wave. With regards to vector charge for the initial axial

distribution, one clearly observes a separation of vector charges along the direction of the

magnetic field, albeit the amount of charge separation strongly depends on the sphaleron

rate and the magnetic field strength.

We also find that for the weaker field case, eB/T 2 = 1/16 where the magnetic field

strength is relevant for heavy ion collisions, the axial charge charge only diffuses and

there is no clear sign of propagating waves. Even though a small amount of vector charge

separation is still generated also in this case, it is clear that dissipative effects dominate

in this case, and clearly need to be taken into account in a realistic description of the

dynamics of the CME and the CMW in heavy-ion collisions.

3.4.3 Sensitivity of charge separation to the sphaleron rate

As discussed in Chapter 2, the vector charge separation along the direction of the mag-

netic field has been suggested as an experimental signature of the CME in heavy-ion
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collisions [72]. Since this charge separation is sensitive to the sphaleron transition rate,

we will further quantify this dependence by using the dipole moment. Specifically, we

consider vector charge separation as the result of an initial axial charge perturbation,

and determine the electric dipole moment

D(B, t) =

∫
d3x

x ·B
|B|

∑
f

eqfnV,f (t,x), (3.53)

which quantifies the amount of electric charge separation along the direction of the

magnetic field.

We first derive an expression for the dipole moment for the case of a single quark flavor

(Nf = 1), rewriting Eq. (3.53) as

D(B, t) =

∫
d3x

x ·B
|B|

∫
d3k

(2π)3
eik·x

1

0


t

× exp {Mab(k)(t− t0)}

ñV (t0,k)
ñA(t0,k)

 , (3.54)
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where we have used the notation ñV/A(k) to differentiate between the charge distribu-

tions in coordinate space and their Fourier-transformed counterparts. Recall, matrix

Mab is defined by Eq. (3.36). Then, switching the order of integration,

D(B, t) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

∫
d3x

(
−i∂jke

ik·x
)
Bj

|B|

1

0


t

× exp {Mab(k)(t− t0)}

ñV (t0,k)
ñA(t0,k)

 , (3.55)

which becomes

D(B, t) =

(∫
d3k

(2π)3

∫
d3xeik·x

)
i∂jkBj

|B|

1

0


t

× exp {Mab(k)(t− t0)}

ñV (t0,k)
ñA(t0,k)



=
i∂jkBj

|B|

1

0


t

exp {Mab(k)(t− t0)}

×

ñV (t0,k)
ñA(t0,k)

∣∣∣∣
k=0

. (3.56)

Evaluating Eq. (3.56) for an initial axial charge perturbation and one quark flavor

(Nf = 1), we find the dipole moment

D(B, t) = −
eqf |B|CT
4Γsph

(
1− e−4Γspht/(χAT )

)
δñ0A, (3.57)

where we use δñ0A = δñA(t = 0,k = 0) to denote the initial net axial charge imbalance.

Similarly, in the case of two quark flavors (Nf = 2), we find

D(B, t) =−
e|B|C(q2u + q2d)T

16Γsph

(
1− e

−
8Γspht

χAT

)
(δñu,0A + δñd,0A )

−
e|B|C(q2u − q2d)T

2Γsph

(Γspht

χAT
e
−

8Γspht

χAT

)
(δñu,0A − δñd,0A ), (3.58)
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where as before δñ
u/d,0
A = δñ

u/d
A (t = 0,k = 0) denote the initial axial charge imbalance

of u and d flavors, such that the terms in the second line describe the response to a

net axial charge imbalance of both flavors, whereas the terms in the third line describe

the response to an axial charge difference between u and d flavors. However, most

importantly, from Eqs. (3.57) and (3.58), we immediately see the relationship between

the sphaleron transition rate Γsph and separation of charge, as quantified by the dipole

moment D(B, t).

We illustrate the relations for both the single-flavor and two-flavor case in Figure 3.10,

where we present the dependence of the dipole moment D(B, t) on the sphaleron tran-

sition rate Γsph. By normalizing the dipole moment to its value for Γsph = 0, the

quantity D(Γsph)/D(Γsph = 0) becomes independent of the magnetic field strength (c.f.

Eqns. (3.57,3.58)) and can be viewed an overall suppression factor of the charge separa-

tion signal due to sphaleron transitions. When the sphaleron transition rate is large, all

terms proportional to e−#Γspht/χaT in Eqns. (3.57,3.58) can be dropped and the charge

separation is proportional to 1/Γsph. By inspecting the results in Figure 3.10 one finds

that after an evolution for 10fm/c, the suppression for sphaleron rates Γsph/T
4 ≲ 0.01

is still rather modest. However, for values on the order of the (quenched) lattice QCD

estimates [53] Γsph/T
4 ≳ 0.02 there is in a significant suppression of the signal, as well

as a strong sensitivity of the result to the actual value of the sphaleron transition rate.

While such a suppression may make it harder to detect possible signatures of the CME

and CMW in heavy-ion collisions, the strong sensitivity to the sphaleron rate also sug-

gests a possible experimental avenue for constraining the sphaleron rate using charge

separation measurements associated with chiral phenomena such as the CME and the

CMW.
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3.5 Conclusions & Outlook

Based on a general discussion of the criteria for the validity of a macroscopic descrip-

tion of the axial charge dynamics in high-temperature QCD plasmas, we modified the

anomalous hydrodynamic equations of motion to explicitly include dissipative effects

sourced by sphaleron transitions. Within this framework, dissipation due to sphaleron

transitions is incorporated as a damping term proportional to the sphaleron transition

rate, which depletes the net axial charge imbalance of all fermion flavors and contributes

positively to entropy production in the system. Notably, in the case of multiple fermion

flavors, the dissipative contribution from sphaleron damping also coupled the dynamics

of different flavors, as the dissipative term is proportional to the sum of the axial charge

density of all flavors.

By linearizing the hydrodynamic equations around a space-time independent back-

ground, we investigated the coupled dynamics of vector and axial charge perturbations in

a charge neutral background and contrasted our results including sphaleron damping to

the traditional behavior of a Chiral Magnetic Wave. When sphaleron damping is taken

into consideration, a characteristic wavenumber scale kCMW emerges. Below kCMW,

charge modes experience decaying diffusive behavior as the dynamics is dominated by

sphaleron transitions. Conversely, above kCMW, the modes behave like an ordinary

CMW, albeit the latter is typically strongly damped. The threshold kCMW ∼ Γsph/eB

depends on the sphaleron transition rate and magnetic field strength and we expect that

for typical values achieved in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC energies dissipative

effects dominate and the decaying diffusive behavior is realized.

By studying the time evolution of linearized vector/axial charge perturbations, we visu-

alized the impact of the sphaleron transition rate on vector and axial charge transport in

a QCD plasma in the presence of a magnetic field. Strikingly, for sufficiently strong mag-

netic fields, the sphaleron transition rate also has an impact on vector charge transport,

i.e. the vector charge response to a vector charge perturbation, which may be interesting

from the point of view of extracting the QCD sphaleron rate on the lattice. Secondly, in

the presence of an axial charge imbalance, we observe the expected separation of vector

charges along the direction of the magnetic field. Even though the amount of charge sep-

aration strongly depends on the sphaleron rate and magnetic field strength, the general

phenomenon of charge separation persists. We further quantified the amount of charge

separation in terms of the electric dipole moment, and determined its dependence on

the sphaleron rate. We find that for realistic values of the sphaleron transition rate, the

charge separation can easily be suppressed by a factor of two compared to the situation

where dissipative effects due to sphaleron transitions are not taken into account.
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Since the charge separation is highly sensitive to the sphaleron transition rate, it is con-

ceivable that experimental measurements of charge separation can be used to constrain

the QCD sphaleron rate. Such constraints would not only be useful to confront current

state-of-the-art calculations, but would provide a unique measurements that can elu-

cidate topological properties of QCD. Our results thus motivate the development of a

more comprehensive treatment of axial charge dynamics, where it would also be impor-

tant to extend the present framework to include fluctuations of axial charge sourced by

sphaleron transitions.



Chapter 4

Gauge-invariant condensation

The matter formed moments after a heavy ion collision is far from equilibrium and is

characterized by a large initial density of gluons, which could facilitate the formation

of a condensate [34]. However, several complications arise when putting together a de-

scription of such a condensate. Classical-statistical and kinetic theory simulations have

shown that the plasma evolution does not support the formation of a Bose condensate

of gluon fields [87, 88, 90, 110]. QCD is also a non-Abelian gauge theory; direct identifi-

cation of condensation requires the construction of a local gauge-invariant operator that

measures the macroscopic zero mode that signals gauge condensation. Previous exam-

ples of gauge-invariant operators for nonequilibrium condensation have been studied in

the context of the Abelian Higgs model and its relation to non-Abelian theories [35–37].

It has been demonstrated in [5] that the initial overoccupation of gluons does in fact

lead to the formation of a gauge-invariant condensate. Condensation is indicated by

the formation of a macroscopic zero-mode expectation value that scales proportionally

with (2π)dδ(d)(0) → Ld for a d−dimensional finite volume with the length scale L [38].

Specifically, the study investigated the expectation value of the spatial Wilson loop,

which computes the infrared excitations of non-Abelian gauge theories as previously

explained in Chapter 2 [2, 39–41]. A volume-independent condensate fraction was es-

tablished for increasing L→ ∞. It was further demonstrated that condensate formation

is a far-from-equilibrium phenomenon, since the zero mode fraction does not grow in

time or scale with volume in classical thermal equilibrium. However, the Wilson loop

is a non-local object. Therefore it cannot be used to formulate a low energy effective

theory with which we can further unravel the dynamics of the infrared condensate.

In this chapter, we introduce two local order parameters that are related to the spatial

Wilson loop: the first one is the two-point connected correlation function of the traced

spatial Polyakov loop. The second one is based on an algebra-valued scalar field that is

54
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the holonomous eigenvalue of the Polyakov loop. These fields are gauge invariant and

live in a 2 + 1 dimensional space-time. We will demonstrate that they are sufficiently

local objects and their correlators capture the same condensation phenomena as the

spatial Wilson loop.

By utilizing classical-statistical lattice simulations, we investigate the dynamics of a

weakly-coupled Yang-Mills plasma with a large gluon density. The simulated system

approaches a self-similar regime with universal scaling properties, which has been studied

in detail [3, 41, 90] and shows similarities to scalar systems [111, 112].

We extract the condensation observable in the vicinity of this self-similar state and

analyze its evolution over time. Through this investigation, we aim to shed light on

the nature of gauge condensates, the implications of their presence with respect to

hydrodynamics and transport phenomena, and their potential role in the formulation

of a low-energy effective field theory for QCD. By studying local correlation functions

of an algebra-valued scalar field, we can compare our results with far-from-equilibrium

Bose condensation for a scalar order parameter field [4, 38, 113–116].

This chapter is based on Ref. [117] and is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we

first discuss the early-time infrared dynamics in the far-from-equilibrium QGP and then

introduce the local order parameters used to identify condensation. Then, in Section 4.2

we discuss the employed classical-statistical lattice simulations and present results that

demonstrate condensate formation. We finally conclude in Section 4.3.
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4.1 Early-time infrared dynamics far from equilibrium

In Ref. [5] it has been shown that the early time evolution of QCD exhibits a condensate.

The respective signatures have been obtained from the scaling dynamics of sufficiently

large spatial Wilson loops. While this analysis demonstrates the presence of gauge

condensates, their nature and dynamics remain to be elucidated.

The presence of a condensate is consequential for the formulation of non-Abelian gauge

theories. In particular, it is important to consider when describing the early-time dy-

namics of QGP in terms of an effective kinetic theory. In this section, we discuss a

corresponding reparameterization of the Yang-Mills action,

SYM[A] = − 1

2

∫
x
trFµνF

µν ,

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − ig[Aµ, Aν ] ,

(4.1)

with the trace in the fundamental representation. We can formulate the theory in a

finite, manifestly infrared setup with periodic boundary conditions on a torus T 3,∫
x
=

∫
dt

∫
T 3

d3x, T 3 = R3 mod L . (4.2)

This configuration reflects the situation in a heavy ion collision with a rapidly expanding

but finite plasma. It also allows for a gauge invariant regularization and control of in-

frared divergences. Finally, we employ simulations to compute the far-from-equilibrium

dynamics of gauge theories that are formulated on a finite spatial lattice with periodic

boundary conditions.

Due to the presence of gauge condensation, it is advantageous to rewrite the Yang-Mills

action (4.1) partially in terms of gauge invariant degrees of freedom that may directly

carry the condensation phenomenon. The expectation value of spatial rectangular Wil-

son loops,

W [t,∆x, L] =
1

Nc
Tr Pe−i g

∫
C Ai(t,x) dxi , (4.3)

serves as a gauge-invariant order parameter for gauge condensation [5], where P denotes

path ordering and C is the closed rectangular path. In (4.3), the Wilson loop stretches

over the whole x2-direction of length L and has an extent ∆x = x1 − x′1 in x1 direction,

as depicted in the left panel of Figure 4.1. Therefore, it is a non-local observable instead

of a correlation function of local dynamical degrees of freedom. In Section 4.1.2 we will

construct local observables in the x1 direction that are derived from the Polyakov loop,

whose correlator is depicted in the right panel of Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Visualization of the spatial correlation between the Polyakov loop cor-
relator ⟨PP †⟩(t,∆x, L) in a) and the rectangular spatial Wilson loop W [t,∆x, L] in
c). The spatial periodicity of the system results in the identification of coordinates
x′2 ≡ x2 mod L on the lattice, causing the Wilson loop to exhibit a wrapping effect in
the x2 direction, as depicted in b). The distinguishing feature between the Polyakov
loop correlator and the Wilson loop is the presence of connecting Wilson lines (blue)

in the latter, which shows the connection between the two quantities.

4.1.1 The infrared scale far from equilibrium

As established in Chapter 2, far from equilibrium in a highly-occupied QCD plasma,

there exists a separation of scales. The relevant scale for this chapter is the ultrasoft

magnetic scale. The ultrasoft scale approaches zero faster than the Debye screening

scale in time, and its scaling exponent sets the time scale for the build-up of a coherent

macroscopic state–our condensate.

Below the magnetic scale, at ultrasoft momenta where the occupation numbers are ex-

pected to be f ∼ 1/αs, the dynamics is non-perturbative. In this regime, the notion

of gauge-fixed particle numbers based on a distribution f of gauge modes is ill-defined.

Therefore, we cannot approach condensation by counting occupancies of quasi-particle

states. Furthermore, far from equilibrium, a condensate can emerge without having a

well-defined chemical potential entering its distribution [4, 38], in contrast to condensa-

tion in thermal equilibrium.

We employ a more general approach to condensation, as this phenomenon can be iden-

tified from properties of correlation functions in strongly correlated systems both in and

out of equilibrium. The previous study [5] investigated the dynamics at long distances

using gauge-invariant but non-local spatial Wilson loops. The extension of this study, in

order to eventually formulate a kinetic theory describing this phenomenon, necessitates

the investigation of more local order parameters.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the Wilson loop expectation value ⟨W ⟩ and the Polyakov
loop correlator ⟨PP †⟩ on a lattice with size Ns = 96 at time Qt = 1000. The Polyakov
loop correlator ⟨PP †⟩ exhibits consistent dynamics with the Wilson loop at larger

spatial separations, indicating a strong correlation between the two quantities.

4.1.2 Local order parameters

We seek for degrees of freedom that do not hide essential parts of the dynamics by

absorbing them, as the Wilson loop (4.3) does, and are as local as possible. The latter is

important for the construction of a local kinetic theory for QCD, specifically to rewrite

the action in Eq. (4.1) in terms of these degrees of freedom.

This becomes clear when we view the Wilson loop as a correlation function instead of

a dynamical field. Let us consider the Wilson loop in (4.3), shown in the left panel

of Figure 4.1, that winds around the full extent of the x2 direction. This observable

gives us access to the infrared dynamics that we are interested in. From the simulation

point of view, it also smooths out ultraviolet effects and hence lattice artifacts 1. In this

picture, the Wilson loop can be understood as the correlation function of an operator

at x1 and one at x′1. However, further non-localities are introduced by the connecting

lines, which are indicated by the blue lines in the middle panel of Figure 4.1.

1We note that in classical-statistical simulations of highly occupied systems far from equilibrium the
dependence on the ultraviolet modes can be further reduced if the characteristic dynamical scale ∼ Qs

is much lower.
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In order to construct a more local version of the Wilson loop that carries the correlation

function structure, we introduce a spatial Wilson loop,

Pi(t,x) =
1

Nc
Tr P̃i(t,x) (4.4)

P̃i(t,x) = Pe−i g
∫ L
0 Ai(t,x) dxi , (4.5)

which corresponds to a closed path over the full xi direction, as depicted in the right

panel of Figure 4.1. It can be viewed as the spatial version of the Polyakov loop that

usually corresponds to a temporal Wilson loop that is used in thermal QCD as an order

parameter for the confinement-deconfinement phase transition. We therefore refer to it

as the spatial Polyakov loop, or in short, the Polyakov loop, in a slight abuse of notation.

Its two-point function with x,x′ differing by ∆x = x1 − x′1

⟨P2(t,x)P
†
2 (t,x

′)⟩ (4.6)

is related to the expectation value of the Wilson loop (4.3), as suggested in Figure 4.1

but lacks the non-local connection lines between x1 and x′1. Therefore, in contrast to

the Wilson loop in Eq. (4.3), the correlation function in Eq. (4.6) is symmetric under

∆x→ L−∆x due to spatial periodicity. This can be seen quantitatively in Figure 4.2,

where both the Wilson loop and the spatial Polyakov loop correlator are plotted as

functions of the distance ∆x. While for small distances the non-local connection lines

seem to be important, their impact decreases at larger distances where both quantities

agree.

Since Eq. (4.4) wraps around the xi-direction one may ask whether the apparent non-

locality can be removed. Although we are interested in the infrared dynamics of QCD,

a local operator also inevitably carries ultraviolet fluctuations that must be regularized.

Moreover, the non-local gauge symmetry prohibits the construction of fully local oper-

ators that do not carry part of the dynamics. It follows that the traced Polyakov loop

in Eq. (4.4) is a gauge-invariant quantity that is sensitive to the infrared but sufficiently

local in space.

Let us now introduce a scalar field via the traced spatial Polyakov loop (4.4) and discuss

how it emerges naturally as a variable in the action (4.1). To that end, the operator in

the trace in Eq. (4.5) can be written as

P̃i(x) = Pe−i g
∫ L
0 Ai(x) dxi = eiϕi(x) , (4.7)
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where we use the same notation x = (t,x) as before. Here we have introduced the

algebra-valued field,

ϕi(x) = ϕai (x) t
a , ta = σa/2 , (4.8)

with the Pauli matrices σa, a = 1, 2, 3, for P̃i ∈ SU(2). This invites us to define the

gauge-invariant scalar field φi(x) as

1

Nc
Tr P̃i ≡ Pi = cosφi. (4.9)

Similar to Pi, the scalar field φi(x) lacks any dependence on the spatial direction xi

that has been integrated out. On the other hand, the spatial Polyakov lines transform

covariantly under gauge transformations U ∈ SU(2), with P̃i → UP̃iU
†. It follows that

the algebra element transforms in the same way,

ϕi(x) → U(x)ϕi(x)U
†(x) . (4.10)

The gauge transformation can be used to diagonalize P̃i and hence ϕi. This fixes the

gauge freedom to a spatial Polyakov or diagonalization gauge, where the eigenvalue field

φi becomes proportional to the algebra field,

ϕi(x) = φi(x)t
3 . (4.11)

We emphasize that the scalar field φi is gauge invariant since it is defined as an eigenvalue

of the operator ϕi. Moreover, φi is a suitable infrared degree of freedom that we have

searched for and is directly linked to the gauge fields Ai(x). To see this, we consistently

use the Polyakov gauge for P̃i, ϕi, and for Ai(x) at all xi, which corresponds to rotating

them into the Cartan subalgebra. Then the path ordering in Eq. (4.7) can be dropped

and we have the relation

ϕi(x) = −g
∫ L

0
dxiAi(x) = −gLAi(x) , (4.12)

where the last step can be done if the gauge transformation is also used to remove

the xi dependence in the gauge field Ai(x). In the temporal direction such a gauge

transformation enforces the Polyakov gauge. Note that in the evaluation above this is

not introduced as a gauge but for elucidating the relation between the phase fields ϕi

and the gauge field. However, this also entails that we can use a respective gauge in

Eq. (4.1) to make the dependence of the action on the gauge covariant phase field ϕi and

hence on the gauge invariant field φi apparent. Since we only want to illuminate this

connection, we use this gauge in Eq. (4.1) in the following; the respective gauge fixing

has been discussed in detail in [35] and literature therein.
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Let us now single out the spatial direction x3, choose the spatial Polyakov gauge as

before, and reformulate the classical action in Eq. (4.1) in terms of ϕ3(x). To that end

we invert the relation in Eq. (4.12) and substitute into Eq. (4.1)

A3(x) = − 1

gL
ϕ3(x) = − 1

gL
φ3(x)t

3 . (4.13)

This leads us to the formulation of the classical action,

SYM =
1

2

∫
x
Tr F 2

µ̄ν̄ +

∫
x
Tr F 2

3µ̄ , (4.14a)

where µ̄ = 0, 1, 2 and x̄ = (x0, x1, x2), and∫
x
TrF 2

3µ̄ =
1

2

∫
x
Tr (∂3Aµ̄)

2 +
g

L

∫
x̄
Tr ϕ3(x̄)

∫
x3

[Aµ̄, ∂3Aµ̄] +
1

g2L2

∫
x
Tr(Dµ̄ϕ3)

2 ,

(4.14b)

with the covariant derivativeDµ = ∂µ−igAµ. Here the gauge-invariant degree of freedom

φ3 enters directly.

Since we aim at establishing a kinetic theory formulation for the scalar field eventually,

we make an additional approximate simplification. For the moment, we neglect ∂3Aµ̄

since it is expected to have little impact on the dynamics of ϕ3. Then the first line of

Eq. (4.14b) vanishes, and the second line, together with the pure gauge field part in

Eq. (4.14a), comprises the action of a non-Abelian Higgs model in 2+1 dimensions, with

SYM → L

[
1

2

∫
x̄
Tr F 2

µ̄ν̄ +
1

g2L2

∫
x
Tr(Dµ̄ϕ3)

2

]
. (4.15)

However, with or without this last step, Eq. (4.14) illuminates the dependence of the

Yang-Mills action on the algebra field ϕ3. The latter, in a conveniently chosen gauge,

carries the dynamics of the respective gauge field component A3. It is also suggestive

that this allows for the construction of effective actions in terms of the algebra fields,

well- or naturally suited to describe the low-energy equilibrium and infrared far-from-

equilibrium dynamics of gauge theories.

In this work, we study the dynamics of the gauge condensate in terms of the two-point

correlations of both the gauge-invariant Polyakov loop P and the gauge-invariant field φ

defined in Eqs. (4.4) and (4.11). Here and in the following we will simplify the notation

by setting P ≡ P2 and φ ≡ φ2.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the expectation value of the Polyakov loop to the Polyakov
loop re-expressed in terms of the algebra-valued holonomous eigenvalue field forNs = 96
lattice, Qst = 1000. This shows the approximate agreement of the one-point functions

⟨P ⟩ ≡ ⟨cos(φ)⟩ ≈ cos(⟨φ⟩).

4.2 Gauge-invariant condensation

With φ and P given by Eqs. (4.4) and (4.11), respectively, we have introduced two local

order parameters that can be employed to study the dynamics of the gauge condensate

as an alternative to the non-local Wilson loop. We now turn our attention to studying

the condensate itself.

First, we will discuss the lattice simulations employed to evaluate the non-perturbative

real-time evolution. Then, we will define our observables and discuss the signals for

condensation. Finally, we will discuss the condensate fraction and the time evolution of

the condensate.

4.2.1 Classical-statistical lattice simulations

The initial gluons produced in high energy heavy ion collisions carry momenta on the

order of the saturation scale Q, at time t ∼ 1/Q in natural units [79, 118]. The system

is considered strongly correlated despite the small running gauge coupling αs(Q) due to

the high initial gluon occupancies f ∼ 1/αs(Q). It follows that such a non-perturbative

problem can be studied via classical-statistical lattice simulations [119, 120]. The char-

acteristic initial over-occupation of gluons is translated into energy density ∼ Q4/αs
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and fluctuations, which initializes the lattice gauge theory evolution. Throughout this

study, quantities are given in terms of Q.

We discretize the SU(Nc) gauge theory with Nc = 2 colors on a lattice with three spatial

dimensions of size Ns and spacing as. The lattice gauge theory evolution is initialized

as a superposition of transversely polarized gluon fields,

Aa
j (t = 0,p) =

√
f(0, p)

2p

∑
λ

capξ
(λ)
j (p) + c.c., (4.16)

and their time derivatives,

Ea
j (t = 0,p) =

√
f(0, p)p

2

∑
λ

capξ
(λ)
j (p) + c.c. (4.17)

Here, p denotes spatial momenta with p = |p|, ξ(λ)j the transverse polarization vectors,

and cap complex Gaussian random numbers with vanishing mean and unit variance.

Index a = 1, ..., N2
c − 1 is the color index and j = 1, 2, 3 is the spatial index. The initial

gluon over-occupation is parameterized by (with A = 1.14)

f(0, p) =
QA

4παsp
θ(Q− p). (4.18)

The real-time evolution is realized by solving the classical Hamilton equations of motion

in the temporal axial gauge A0 = 0. The equations of motion are formulated in a gauge

covariant way, using Ej
a(t,x) and link fields Uj(t,x) = exp(igαaAj(t,x)). For a detailed

description of this standard technique we refer, e.g., to [3, 121, 122].

Our simulations are conducted on cubic lattices with Ns = 48, 64, 96, 128 lattice sites

and the lattice spacing Qas = 0.5 (with L = Nsas). To obtain sufficient statistics, we

average our observables over 200 configurations.

4.2.2 Evolution of one-point functions

Before defining and discussing condensates, we first consider the evolution of the one-

point functions ⟨P ⟩ and ⟨φ⟩. Often considering the expectation values of order param-

eters is sufficient to describe condensation phenomena. However, in our case this would

be misleading because ⟨P ⟩ grows while ⟨φ⟩ decreases with time.

Their relation is depicted in Figure 4.3, where ⟨P ⟩ and cos(⟨φ⟩) are shown as functions

of time. One observes their approximate agreement,

⟨P ⟩ ≡ ⟨cos(φ)⟩ ≈ cos(⟨φ⟩). (4.19)
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Figure 4.4: Expectation values of the spatial Polyakov loop and the scalar algebra field
as functions of rescaled time for different volumes. The Polyakov loop is rescaled with
ζ = 0.24 and the algebra field is rescaled with ζ = 0.25, both exhibiting scaling behavior
in time. We also observe that ⟨ϕ⟩ starts from ≈ π/2 and decreases with time, which is in
line with Figure 4.3. In the context of condensation, the connected correlator becomes

increasingly independent of ⟨ϕ⟩, indicating Bose-Einstein condensation behavior.

Since they start close to zero due to the large initial occupancies, the scalar field is

initially ⟨φ⟩ ≈ π/2 and then decreases with time. This would näıvely contradict the

emergence of a condensate.

However, one finds volume scaling in the time evolution of both ⟨P ⟩ and ⟨φ⟩. This is

shown in Figure 4.4 where these one-point functions are shown for different volumes as

functions of rescaled time in the main plots and original time Qt in the insets. The

rescaling proceeds by dividing time according to Qt/(QL)1/ζ with the scaling exponents

ζ = 0.24 and ζ = 0.25 for the Polyakov loop and the algebra field expectation values,

respectively. 2 In this case, curves for different volumes fall on top of each other, indi-

cating universal dynamics on a size-dependent time scale. We will argue in the following

section using two-point correlators that this time scale is associated to a condensate

formation time.

Although the macroscopic field ⟨φ⟩ decreases with time, a condensate can still emerge in

the zero mode of the connected two-point function ⟨φφ†⟩c that will be introduced in the

following subsection. Such a phenomenon is not uncommon. For instance, scalar quartic

models of inflation [123] can have a decaying inflaton ⟨φ⟩ while the zero mode of the

connected correlator ⟨φφ†⟩c(p=0) grows with time indicating the onset of condensation

[4, 124]. This motivates us to define condensate fractions as connected correlators of the

order parameters.
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Figure 4.5: Condensate fractions (4.21) of the connected correlators ⟨PP †⟩c and
⟨φφ†⟩c as functions of rescaled time for different lattice volumes. All curves fall on top
of each other and therefore show the emergence of a volume-independent condensate
fraction. The rescaled quantities have scaling exponents ζ = 0.31 and ζ = 0.34, re-
spectively, using the procedure in Appendix D (cf., Table 4.1). (Insets:) Condensate

fraction as a function of time, not rescaled, for the respective correlators.
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Figure 4.6: Condensate fraction (Eq. (4.23)) of the full Polyakov loop correlator (left)
and the full algebra field correlator (right) as a function of finite-size rescaled time for
different volumes. All curves fall on top of each other and therefore show the emergence
of a volume-independent condensate fraction. The scaling exponents ζ are identical to
those in Figure 4.5. Insets: Condensate fraction as a function of time, not rescaled, for

the respective correlators.

4.2.3 Condensate fractions

In order to study condensation for the suggested local order parameters, we first consider

a general quantity O, for which we can define a condensate fraction. We propose to study

the connected two-point correlators,

⟨OO†⟩c(t,∆x, L) = ⟨OO†⟩ − ⟨O⟩⟨O⟩∗, (4.20)

where O is either P or φ, in order to explicitly distinguish their dynamics from the

one-point functions ⟨O⟩ discussed in the previous subsection.

2More precisely, we obtain ζ = 0.24 ± 0.03 and ζ = 0.25 ± 0.03 by employing the method presented
in Appendix D.
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Observable ∆x Exponent

⟨PP †⟩c(t,∆x, L) L/2 ζ = 0.36± 0.04

⟨PP †⟩c(t,∆x, L) L/4 ζ = 0.31± 0.09

⟨φφ†⟩c(t,∆x, L) L/2 ζ = 0.37 ± 0.03

⟨φφ†⟩c(t,∆x, L) L/4 ζ = 0.34 ± 0.03

⟨PP †⟩(t,∆x, L) L/2 ζ = 0.31± 0.04

⟨PP †⟩(t,∆x, L) L/4 ζ = 0.27± 0.06

W (t,∆x, L) L/2 ζ = 0.27± 0.04

W (t,∆x, L) L/4 ζ = 0.24± 0.06

Table 4.1: Summary of scaling exponents for different condensate observables. These
values and their uncertainties have been estimated using a similar χ2-procedure as in
[3–5], which we outline in Appendix D. The scaling exponent ζ is compared for the
two sufficiently local observables studied in this work, the connected Polyakov loop
correlator and the algebra field, to the Polyakov loop correlator in (4.23), and to the

Wilson loop expectation value studied in [5].
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Figure 4.7: Rescaled connected correlators ⟨PP †⟩c and ⟨φφ†⟩c normalized by their
values at ∆x = 0 for fixed Q∆x = 5, with a reduced time extent (Qt ≤ 15000 ). The

scaling exponents ζ are identical to those in Figure 4.5.

In one dimension, we define the condensate fraction for a given length L by integrating

with respect to the spatial extent ∆x and dividing out the length γL, 3

N0
O,c(t, L) =

1

γL

∫ γL

0
d∆x

⟨OO†⟩c(t,∆x, L)
⟨OO†⟩c(t,∆x=0, L)

, (4.21)

where γ < 1 is a real parameter. The length L in the x2-direction spans the length of the

lattice. Since the lattice is periodic, the correlators are symmetric around ∆y = L/2,

which constitutes the longest physical distance. In our numerics, we, therefore, use

γ = 1/4 and show that our results are consistent with γ = 1/2.

3We have checked that other powers like 1
(γL)2

∫ γL

0
d∆x∆x lead to similar scaling exponents.
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Figure 4.8: Time evolution of the normalized connected Polyakov loop
correlator ⟨PP †⟩c(∆x)/⟨PP †⟩c(∆x=0) (left) and normalized connected algebra
field correlator ⟨φφ†⟩c(∆x)/⟨φφ†⟩c(∆x=0) (right) shown for six times Qt =
100, 300, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 on a Ns = 96 lattice. Clear growth of condensate is

demonstrated for both order parameters.

Following our previous discussion about the generalized notion of condensation, we make

several observations about the condensate fraction in Eq. (4.21). Firstly, the integral∫
d∆x⟨OO†⟩c(t,∆x, L) resembles a Fourier transformation, or rather a Wigner trans-

form for a vanishing momentum p = 0. Since ⟨OO†⟩c(t,∆x=0, L) can be interpreted

as an integral over all momentum modes
∫
dp⟨OO†⟩c(t, p, L) by Fourier transforming

⟨OO†⟩c(t,∆x, L), dividing the zero mode by this quantity corresponds to its fraction.

Finally, dividing by a suitable volume or length element bounds it to unity and allows

one to interpret this zero-mode fraction as a condensate if it becomes large and inde-

pendent of the lattice size. However, such lattice size independence is difficult to show

since the condensate fraction keeps growing due to the far-from-equilibrium dynamics.

Therefore we define a volume-dependent condensate formation time in a similar way as

for Wilson loops in [5] and relativistic and nonrelativistic scalar field theories in [4], as

tcond = (QL)1/ζ . (4.22)

Rescaling time by t/tcond gets rid of the remaining volume dependence in the evolution of

the condensate fractionsN0
O,c, as we will demonstrate numerically below, finally signaling

the emergence of a condensate. On the other hand, an interpretation in terms of a

condensate is not possible if this quantity remains volume-dependent. This is the case

in thermal equilibrium. We note that this particular form of condensate formation is a

genuinely far-from-equilibrium phenomenon, usually requires large occupation numbers,

and is often associated with an inverse particle cascade that occupies the zero mode, as

observed for scalar theories [4, 125].
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⟨φφ†⟩(∆x)/⟨φφ†⟩(∆x=0) on a lattice with size Ns = 96 at time Qt = 1000, as in Fig-

ure 4.2 and Figure 4.8.

In Figure 4.5, we demonstrate the emergence of a volume-independent condensate frac-

tion for both the connected Polyakov loop (left) and the connected algebra field corre-

lators (right) computed using Eq. (4.21). In particular, we show N0
P,c and N

0
φ,c for four

different volumes as functions of time Qt in the insets, which yields a volume-dependent

evolution. In contrast rescaling time by tcond leads to volume-independent curves, as

visible in the main panels. The initial growth of the zero mode necessarily ceases as the

volume becomes correlated; this is demonstrated in the figure as the zero mode grows

with time for each lattice size and then levels off at the time scale ∼ tcond.

The time scaling is characterized by the scaling exponent ζ entering tcond in (4.22). We

find for the condensate fraction of the connected Polyakov loop correlator, ζ = 0.31,

and for the connected algebra field correlator, ζ = 0.34. The collapse of the curves onto

one another in Figure 4.5 illustrates the volume-independent nature of the condensation

phenomenon.

Although the dynamics is captured mainly by the connected correlators, we also check

the condensate fraction scaling in terms of the full two-point functions of the spatial

Polyakov loop and the algebra field in Figure 4.6. For a generic order parameter O, this

condensate fraction is given as:

N0
O(t, L) =

1

γL

∫ γL

0
d∆x

⟨OO†⟩(t,∆x, L)
⟨OO†⟩(t,∆x=0, L)

. (4.23)
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The condensate fractions for the full correlators scale with similar exponents ζ as their

respective connected parts.

In Table 4.1, we summarize the scaling exponents for the connected correlators and

compare them to the scaling results of N0
P (t, L) and to those found in the previous

publication [5] for the Wilson loop expectation value using our conventions. We note

that the latter two quantities are intrinsically connected to each other but are not the

same, as shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. We observe that all of the extracted scaling

exponents agree within statistical error, while showing a slight systematic dependence

on the maximal distance ∆x in the integrals. For L/4 the value for ζ tends to be around

10− 15% smaller than for L/2.

We then check the scaling of the connected correlators ⟨PP †⟩ and ⟨φφ†⟩ in Eq. (4.20) at

a fixed ∆x, as shown in Figure 4.7. Interestingly, both the Polyakov loop and the algebra

field correlators show the same scaling as their integrated counterparts in Figure 4.5.

We find the values ζ = 0.31 for the connected Polyakov loop correlator and ζ = 0.34 for

the connected algebra field correlator. This implies that not only correlations at large

distances grow in this self-similar way, but also at finite distances in a similar fashion.

To further visualize this condensation phenomenon, we show the time evolution for the

connected Polyakov loop and algebra field correlators for a lattice of size Ns = 96 in

Figure 4.8. The connected correlators are plotted as functions of the distance ∆x for six

different times. One observes that for early times Qt = 100 and 300, both correlations

are zero are large distances, signaling no condensate. However, at Qt ≳ 1000 a plateau

has started to form at all distances, which further grows over time. This demonstrates

a phase transition between a phase without and one with a condensate, where the

condensate formation time scales with volume according to tcond in Eq. (4.22).

Interestingly, these connected correlators agree even quantitatively, as shown in Fig-

ure 4.9. A similar agreement is known from (non-relativistic) scalar models [126]. There

field correlations associated to the particle number can be dominated by excitations of

the fluctuating phase-angle fields at sufficiently low momenta during Bose-Einstein con-

densation far from equilibrium. This observation provides another interesting analogy

to scalar systems.
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4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we have demonstrated the existence of gauge condensation in over-

occupied QCD plasmas. Two order parameters related to the Wilson loop demon-

strate the build up of a macroscopic zero mode characteristic of condensation phenom-

ena. These order parameters are the spatial Polyakov loop and algebra-valued scalar

holonomous eigenvalue field, which form connected two-point correlation functions of

which the condensate is obtained from their zero modes.

Through classical-statistical lattice simulations of the Yang-Mills plasma with large

gluon densities and weak coupling, we have observed the emergence of condensate frac-

tions on time scales tcond ∼ L1/ζ . The extracted values for the universal scaling exponent

ζ are consistent with the different correlators employed and also agree with previous

studies for the spatial Wilson loop within error. We have shown that the growth of the

corresponding zero modes can also be seen in the correlations at large distances and is

independent of the dynamics of the one-point functions of the order parameters.

The algebra-valued local scalar field can be related to scalar Bose condensation. Fur-

thermore, the use of a local scalar field allows us to construct effective actions in terms

of the algebra field, which is naturally suited to describe infrared dynamics far from

equilibrium. We have constructed a suitable effective action and leave the connection to

kinetic or other approaches to future studies.

The findings presented in this study contribute to the ongoing quest for a deeper un-

derstanding of the non-equilibrium dynamics of QCD matter. Moreover, they provide

valuable insights into the challenges associated with defining gauge condensation and

offer new perspectives on the early-time evolution of heavy-ion collisions. This work

further paves the way for investigations into the rich physics of non-equilibrium QCD

and its connections to other areas of theoretical and experimental physics.
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Conclusion

In this chapter we summarize our results and provide an outlook for future research

directions in the study of non-Abelian gauge theories. We refer to the conclusions

presented in Section 3.5 and Section 4.3 for detailed discussions.

In the first half of this thesis, we presented non-trivial effects on charge transport in high-

temperature QCD plasmas due to sphaleron transitions. We modified the anomalous

hydrodynamic equations of motion to explicitly include dissipative effects sourced by

sphaleron transitions. Within this framework, dissipation due to sphaleron transitions

is incorporated as a damping term proportional to the sphaleron transition rate, which

depletes the net axial charge imbalance of all fermion flavors and contributes positively

to entropy production in the system. Then, by linearizing the hydrodynamic equations

around a space-time independent background, we investigated the coupled dynamics of

vector and axial charge perturbations in a charge neutral background and contrasted

our results including sphaleron damping to the traditional behavior of a Chiral Magnetic

Wave. When sphaleron damping is taken into consideration, a characteristic wavenum-

ber scale kCMW emerges. This scale characterizes the hydrodynamic behavior of the

charge modes and depends on the magnetic field strength and sphaleron transition rate.

Finally, we studied the time evolution of linearized vector/axial charge perturbations

and demonstrated the strong dependence of diffusion and charge separation on both the

magnetic field strength and the sphaleron transition rate. We further quantified the

amount of charge separation in terms of the electric dipole moment, and determined

its dependence on the sphaleron rate. For realistic values of the sphaleron transition

rate, the charge separation can easily be suppressed by a factor of two compared to

the situation where dissipative effects due to sphaleron transitions are not taken into

account.
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Our central result directly impacts the experimental search for chiral transport phe-

nomena in heavy ion collisions. We find that charge separation is highly sensitive to

the sphaleron transition rate. The search for chiral phenomena in heavy ion collisions

is ongoing and requires further clarification and investigations on the theory side. Our

results show that, based on the magnetic field and the sphaleron transition rate, the

signal for the CME in heavy ion collisions is lower than had been originally expected.

Our results should be taken into account when looking for a signal in heavy ion collision

experiments.

The sensitivity to the sphaleron transition rate also conceivably opens up an avenue to

experimentally constrain this quantity. Such constraints can confront the current lattice

calculations and also provide a unique way to probe the topological properties of QCD

at high temperatures. This motivates a more careful and comprehensive treatment of

axial charge dynamics. In the future, it is important to incorporate fluctuations of axial

charge sourced by sphaleron transitions in the current framework.

In the second half of this thesis, we presented evidence of gauge condensation in the far-

from equilibrium matter created in heavy ion collisions. Two order parameters related

to the Wilson loop demonstrate the build up of a macroscopic zero mode characteristic

of condensation phenomena. These order parameters are the spatial Polyakov loop

and algebra-valued scalar holonomous eigenvalue field, which form connected two-point

correlation functions of which the condensate is obtained from their zero modes. Using

classical-statistical lattice simulations, we observe the emergence of a condensate fraction

on a characteristic time scale tcond ∼ L1/ζ . The extracted values for the universal

scaling exponent ζ are consistent for both the spatial Polyakov loop and the algebra

field correlators. Additionally, these agree with previous studies for the spatial Wilson

loop within error. We have shown that the growth of the corresponding zero modes can

also be seen in the correlations at large distances and is independent of the dynamics of

the one-point functions of the order parameters.

Our results highlight that the formation of a condensate in the early stages of a heavy

ion collision is nontrivial. For instance, it is consequential when formulating an effective

kinetic theory to describe the infrared dynamics. Extracting a local order parameter

such as the algebra field correlator allows for the construction of an effective action

that describes these dynamics. Furthermore, the algebra field correlator can be directly

compared to scalar order parameter fields that describe condensation in other over-

occupied systems. Such a comparison gives us further insight into far-from-equilibrium

universality classes and motivates further investigation.
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Appendix A

Divergence identities derivation

In Chapter 3, we present three divergences used in our calculations: ∂µS
µ, the divergence

of entropy current, and ∂µB
µ, ∂µω

µ, expressions for the divergence of magnetic field and

vorticity from the ideal (non-dissipative) hydrodynamic equations. We provide details

about the derivation of these expressions here.

A.1 Divergence of the entropy current

Let us first derive the divergence of the entropy current. The viscous correction to the

entropy current in first order hydrodynamics is

Sµ =
(e+ p)

T
uµ − µi

T
jµi (A.1)

where indexed terms i are summed over for i = V,A. Immediately, the divergence takes

the form

∂µS
µ = ∂µ

(
(e+ p)

T
uµ
)
− ∂µ

(µi
T
niu

µ +
µi
T
νµi

)
(A.2)

We focus on the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (A.2). From the longitudinal

projection on the divergence of the energy-momentum tensor, we have

∂µ(e+ p)uµ = uµ∂µp− τµν (∂µuν)− uν (∂µT
µν) . (A.3)

Now, using the thermodynamic relations Ts = (e+ p)−µini and dP = sdT +nidµi, we

can express

1

T
uµ∂µp = −(e+ p)uµ

(
∂µ

1

T

)
+ niu

µ
(
∂µ
µi
T

)
(A.4)
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Dividing Eq. (A.3) by T , and then combining with Eq. (A.4), we obtain

∂µ

(
e+ p

T
uµ
)

= − 1

T
τµν (∂µuν)−

1

T
uν (∂µT

µν) + niu
µ
(
∂µ
µi
T

)
. (A.5)

We substitute this result into Eq. (A.2), and obtain

∂µS
µ = − 1

T
τµν (∂µuν)− (jµi − niu

µ)
(
∂µ
µi
T

)
− 1

T
uν (∂µT

µν)− µi
T

(∂µJ
µ
i ) . (A.6)

Identifying jµi − niu
µ = νµi , we evaluate

uν (∂µT
µν) = −eqfEλ

(
jλV − nV u

λ
)
, (A.7)

where in the last step we used the fact that Eµ is a spacelike vector (i.e uµE
µ = 0).

After making the appropriate substitutions into Eq. (A.6), it is straightforward to find

∂µS
µ = − 1

T
τµν (∂µuν)− νµV

((
∂µ
µi
T

)
−
eqf
T
Eµ

)
− νµA

(
∂µ
µA
T

)
− µA

T

(
∂µJ

µ
A

)
. (A.8)

A.2 Divergence of vorticity and magnetic field

To find the identities for the divergences of vorticity ωµ and magnetic field Bµ, we first

note that both of these quantities can be expressed in an analogous way in terms of the

components of the tensors Fαβ = ∂αAβ − ∂βAα and Ωαβ = 1
2ϵ

µναβ∂αuβ according to

Fαβ = uαEβ − uβEα − ϵαβγδu
γBδ , (A.9)

Ωαβ = uλωβ − uβωα − ϵαβγδu
γaδ , (A.10)

where

aµ =
1

2
ϵµναβuνΩαβ =

1

2
uν∂

νuµ (A.11)

is the acceleration of the fluid. Since for sufficiently smooth fields ∂µΩ
µν = 0, we can

then express the derivatives as

∂µB
µ =

1

2
ϵµναβ(∂µuν)Fαβ = −2ωµE

µ + 2aµB
µ, (A.12)

∂µω
µ = ∂µ (Ω

µνuν) = (∂µuν)Ω
µν = 4aµω

µ . (A.13)

By projecting the energy-momentum conservation equation ∆α
ν∂µT

µν , we obtain

(e+ p)uµ∂µu
α = −∆α

ν∂
νp+ qef∆

α
νF

νλjVλ +∆α
ν∂µτ

µν (A.14)
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which, upon keeping only terms linear in gradients, becomes

(e+ p)uµ∂µu
α = −∆α

ν∂
νp+ qefn

VEα +O(∂2). (A.15)

Collecting everything, we immediately obtain the identities

∂µB
µ = −2ωµE

µ − Bµ

e+ p
((∂µp)− qefnVEµ) , (A.16)

∂µω
µ = − 2ωµ

e+ p
((∂µp)− qefnVEµ) . (A.17)



Appendix B

Linearized hydrodynamic

equations

In this appendix, we detail the linearization of the hydrodynamic equations used in Chap-

ter 3.

B.1 Linearizing energy-momentum transport equations

Let us begin by linearizing the energy-momentum tensor. We write δTµν

δTµν = (ϵ+ P ) (δuµuν + uµδuν) + δϵuµuν + δP (gµν + uµuν)− ηδσµν (B.1)

σµν is defined in three spatial dimensions,

σµν = ∆µα∆µα

(
∂αuβ + ∂βuα − 2

3
gαβ∂γu

γ

)
, (B.2)

such that δσµν is

δσµν = ∇µδuν +∇νδuµ − 2

3
∆µν∇γδu

γ (B.3)

where we have defined ∇µ = ∆µα∂α and recognize

∆µα∆νβgαβ = (gµα + uµuα)
(
gνβ + uνuβ

)
gαβ. (B.4)
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Decomposing Tµν into tensor components:

δT 00 = δϵ, δT 0i = (ϵ+ P )δui, δT i0 = (ϵ+ P )δui, (B.5)

δT ij =

(
δP +

2

3
η∂kδu

k

)
δij − η

(
∂iδuj + ∂jδui

)
. (B.6)

We take the divergence of the components, obtaining

∂µδT
µ0 = ∂tδϵ+ ∂iδu

i(ϵ+ P ) (B.7)

∂µδT
µi = (ϵ+ P )∂tδu

i + ∂iδP − 1

3
η∂i∂kδu

k − η∂k∂
kδui. (B.8)

Now, we spatially Fourier transform these equations to momentum space, via

δui(x) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
eik·xδui(k), (B.9)

and define the components of the velocity field,

uL(k) =
ki
|k|
δui(k), ui⊥(k) = ui(k)− ki

|k|
uL(k). (B.10)

From Eq. (B.7), we obtain

∂µT
µ0 = uν∂µT

µ = ∂tδϵ+ ikδuL(ϵ+ P ). (B.11)

From the longitudinal projection of Eq. (B.8),

ki
|k|
∂µT

µi = kλ∆λν∂µT
µν

= (ϵ+ P )∂tδuL + ikδP +
4

3
ηk2δuL. (B.12)

Then, from the transverse projection of Eq. (B.8), we find(
δij −

kikj
|k2|

)
∂µT

µj =

(
∆iλ − kikλ

|k2|

)
∆λν∂µT

µν

= (ϵ+ P )∂tδu
i
⊥ + ηk2δui⊥. (B.13)

Since energy-momentum transport is not conserved due to the Lorentz force, we must

also linearize the right-hand side of Eq. (3.3). It is important to note that we are consid-

ering only contributions from background vector charge fluctuations in this computation.

First, we find the longitudinal component,

FL ≡ kν
|k|
F νλδjVλ = −nV B · (k× δu⊥) . (B.14)
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The transverse component of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.3) can be written

F i
⊥ ≡

(
δij −

kikj
|k2|

)
ϵijkBk

(
nvδuj − ikjσV V Tδ

µV
T

− ikjσV ATδ
µA
T

)
. (B.15)

We specialize these equations for a charge-neutral background such that the background

vector charge nV = 0. Then, we obtain the following identities:

δ
(µV/A

T

)
=
δµV/A

T
, Ts = ϵ+ P, δnA/V = χA/V δµA/V . (B.16)

We can evaluate Eqs. (B.14) and (B.15) at nv = 0,

FL ∝ nV ⇒ FL = 0, F i
⊥ = −ϵijkkjBk (σV AδµA + σV V δµV ) . (B.17)

We collect the hydrodynamic equations for energy-momentum transport:

∂tδϵ+ ik(ϵ+ P )δuL = 0, (B.18)

(ϵ+ P )∂tδuL + ikδP +
4

3
ηk2δuL = 0, (B.19)

(ϵ+ P )∂tδu
i
⊥ + ηk2δui⊥ = −ϵijkkjBk

(
σV A

χA
δnA +

σV V

χV
δnV

)
. (B.20)

In this form, the hydrodynamic equations are ready to be modified as described in Chap.

3.

B.2 Linearizing charge transport equations

Let first linearize the vector charge transport equation. We start by writing δjµV :

δjµV = δnV u
µ + nV δu

µ − σV AT∆
µν∂νδ

µA
T

− σV V T∆
µν∂νδ

µV
T

+δσV BB
µ + ξV δω

µ. (B.21)

From the calculation of transport coefficients,

δσV B = C

(
1− nV µV

ϵ+ P

)
δµA = C

Ts

ϵ+ P
. (B.22)

We take the divergence of Eq. (B.21) following the conventions in Sec. B.1,

∂µj
µ
V = ∂tδnV + iknvuL + σV ATk

2δ
µA
T

+ σV V Tk
2δ
µV
T

+ C
Ts

ϵ+ P
(ik ·B)δµA.

(B.23)
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Now, for the axial charge transport equation, we start again with δjµA:

δjµA = δnAu
µ − σAAT∆

µν∂νδ
µA
T

− σAV T∆
µν∂νδ

µV
T

+ δσABB
µ + ξAδω

µ.

(B.24)

From the derived transport coefficients, δσAB takes the form

δσAB = CδµV + CµV
δ(nAµA)

ϵ+ P
. (B.25)

Taking the divergence of Eq. (B.24), as done for vector charge transport, we find

∂µδj
µ
A = ∂tδnA + σAATk

2δ
µA
T

+ σV ATk
2δ
µV
T

+ C(ik ·B)

(
δµV +

δ(nAµA)µV
ϵ+ P

)
.

(B.26)

As with energy-momentum transport, ∂µδj
µ
A is not conserved. Although we considered

the Abelian part of Eq. (3.5) when we derived the transport coefficients in Sec. ??, we

did not consider the non-Abelian contribution that we added to incorporate sphaleron

damping since it is purely dissipative and therefore contributes to positive entropy pro-

duction. Since it still contributes to the non-conservation of axial charge, we include it

in our axial charge transport equation in the form

∂µδj
µ
A,non−Abelian = −4Γsphδ

(µA
T

)
. (B.27)

To get the charge transport equations in the form we want, we collect the equations and

specialize for nV = 0:

∂tδnV +
σV V

χV
k2δnV +

(
σV A

χA
k2 + iC

k ·B
χA

)
δnA = 0 (B.28)

∂tδnA +

(
σAA

χA
k2 +

4Γsph

χAT

)
δnA +

(
σAV

χV
k2 + iC

k ·B
χV

)
δnV = 0 (B.29)



Appendix C

Multiflavor degenerate

perturbation theory calculations

Below we explain the calculation of the eigenmodes in the two quark-flavor case. We

focus for simplicity on the case χV = χA = χ, where the matrix is symmetric and the

calculations can be carried out in a familiar fashion. One finds that to leading order in

the small k limit, the matrix M
Nf=2
ab (Eq. 3.47) becomes

M
Nf=2
k=0 =



0 0 0 0

0 γsph 0 γsph

0 0 0 0

0 γsph 0 γsph


, (C.1)

with eigenvalues

λ1 = 2γsph, λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = 0. (C.2)

We use degenerate perturbation theory to disentangle the three degenerate eigenvalues

and determine the perturbations up to first order in k. By perturbing the matrix (C.1)
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with the first order contributions from (3.47), one obtains the first-order matrix,

MNf=2

∣∣∣∣
O(k)

=



0 iequCχ
−1k ·B 0 0

iequCχ
−1k ·B γsph 0 γsph

0 0 0 ieqdCχ
−1k ·B

0 γsph ieqdCχ
−1k ·B γsph


.

(C.3)

We then can choose an orthonormal basis for the leading order eigenvectors that diago-

nalizes the degenerate subspace,

e1 =
1√
2
{0, 1, 0, 1} , (C.4)

e2 =
1√

q2d + q2u

{qd, 0, qu, 0} , (C.5)

e3 =
1√
2

 −qu√
q2d + q2u

,
1√
2
,

qd√
q2d + q2u

,− 1√
2

 (C.6)

e4 =
1√
2

 −qu√
q2d + q2u

,− 1√
2
,

qd√
q2d + q2u

,
1√
2

 . (C.7)

By projecting the matrix (C.8) onto the leading order eigenvectors in Eq. (C.7), we

obtain a matrix of the form

MNf=2

∣∣∣∣
O(k)

=

2γ kv⃗T

kv⃗ kD

 (C.8)

where the matrix D describes the mixing between the degenerate leading order eigen-

vectors (i, j = 2, 3, 4),

kDij = eTi

(
MNf=2

∣∣∣∣
O(k)

−M
Nf=2
k=0

)
ej , (C.9)

kD =


0 0 0

0 − ieCk·B
χ
√
2

√
q2d + q2u 0

0 0 ieCk·B
χ
√
2

√
q2d + q2u

 , (C.10)
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and the vector v⃗ describes the coupling between the degenerate eigenvectors (i = 2, 3, 4)

and the non-degenerate state (j = 1)

kv⃗i = e⃗Ti

(
M

Nf=2
ab

∣∣∣∣
′(k)

−Mk0

)
e⃗1 , kv⃗ =


ieqdquC

√
2k·B

χ
√

q2d+q2u

ie(q2d−q2u)Ck·B
2χ
√

q2d+q2u

ie(q2d−q2u)Ck·B
2χ
√

q2d+q2u

 . (C.11)

From the diagonal components of the matrix in (C.10), we immediately obtain the first-

order corrections to the eigenvalues,

λ′2 = 0,

λ′3 = − ieCk ·B
χ
√
2

√
q2d + q2u,

λ′4 =
ieCk ·B
χ
√
2

√
q2d + q2u. (C.12)

Our shifted eigenvalues are λi,tot = λi + λ′i, and from the relation ω = iλ we obtain the

shifted frequencies,

ω2,new = 0, (C.13)

ω3,new = − eC

χ
√
2

√
q2d + q2u|k ·B|, (C.14)

ω4,new =
eC

χ
√
2

√
q2d + q2u|k ·B|. (C.15)

The first-order corrections to the eigenvectors take the form

e1,new = e1 +
k

2γ
v⃗iei , (C.16)

ei,new = ei −
k

2γ
v⃗ie1, (C.17)
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for i = 2, 3, 4. Using this prescription, we compute the shifted eigenvectors,

e1,new =

{
ieCquk ·B
γsphχ2

√
2
,
1√
2
,
ieCqdk ·B
γsphχ2

√
2
,
1√
2

}
, (C.18)

e2,new =

 qd√
q2d + q2u

,− ieCqdquk ·B

χγsph2
√
q2d + q2u

,
qu√
q2d + q2u

,− ieCqdquk ·B

χγsph2
√
q2d + q2u

 , (C.19)

e3,new =

{
− qu√

2(q2d + q2u)
,
1

8

4−
ieC

√
2k ·B(q2d − q2u)

χγsph

√
q2d + q2u

 ,
qd√

2(q2d + q2u)
,

− 1

8

4 +
ieC

√
2k ·B(q2d − q2u)

χγsph

√
q2d + q2u

}, (C.20)

e4,new =

{
− qu√

2(q2d + q2u)
,−1

8

4 +
ieC

√
2k ·B(q2d − q2u)

χγsph

√
q2d + q2u

 ,
qd√

2(q2d + q2u)
,

1

8

4−
ieC

√
2k ·B(q2d − q2u)

χγsph

√
q2d + q2u

}. (C.21)



Appendix D

Mean and error estimates for

scaling exponents

In this appendix, we detail our mean and error esimates for the scaling exponents com-

puted in Chapter 4.

Let us consider a time- and lattice size-dependent quantity A(t, L) such as ⟨O⟩(t, L) or
N0

O,c(t, L). We assume that its dependence can be reduced to a single argument that

combines t and L using tcond = (QL)1/ζ as in (4.22). Our goal is to estimate the most

likely value for the exponent ζ and its uncertainty such that the quantity A becomes

a function of t/tcond only. For this, we use an adapted version of the χ2-procedure in

[3–5].

In particular, we choose the lattice lengths Li ∈ {24, 32, 48, 64}, with L = Nsas. We

drop the transient early time evolution before scaling sets in considering only t >

{100, 300, 300, 600}.Next, we vary ζ within [0.2, 0.6] with 0.005 steps, rescale time using

tcond, which leads to Ai(t, ζ) ≡ A(t/tcond(Li, ζ), Li), and define

χ2(ζ) =
1

5

∑
(i,j)

∫
dt(Ai(t, ζ)−Aj(t, ζ))

2∫
dt(Ai(t, ζ))2

. (D.1)

Here, the tuple (i, j) runs over five pairs of lattice sizes which are explicitly chosen as

(i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)}, and
∫
dt integrates over a shared domain of the

rescaled times of Ai.

We approximate the likelihood distribution of ζ as

P (ζ) = exp

{
− χ2(ζ)

2χ2
min

}
, (D.2)
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with χ2
min being the minimum value of χ2 in (D.1). Finally, the optimal value of the

exponent ζ̄ and its uncertainty σζ are estimated by fitting a Gaussian function of the

form

f(ζ̄, σζ , ζ) = N exp

{
−(ζopt − ζ)2

2σ2ζ

}
(D.3)

to the likelihood distribution P (ζ). Our results in Table 4.1 are given by ζ = ζ̄ ± σζ .
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